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Holland City News.
HOLLAND,

VOL. X.-N0.32.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER

MICH.,

"DARKS, W. H.

L. barber. Halrcuttlnr,shaving,
shampooning, hair-dyeing,etc., done at reasonable rates. Barbershop next door to the City
14-ly

HOLLAND, - - MICHIGAN.

Hotel.

%

Comaliiloa Mnifcaat.

OFFICE: VAN LANDEOEND’S BLOCK.

J.

REACH, w. II. Commission Merchant, and
13 dealer in Uriln. Flour and Produce. High-

DOESBURG,

V

Clover seed, P lb. .................
Eggs, f} doxen .....................

&

Honey, V

Terms of Subscription:

Bar, fl ton

EE, D. M., Dental Burgeon; residence and
\JT office No. 42 Ninth street,next door to the

$

JOB PBIHTIHO PromDtly ami NeatlF Execute!

(ft
(ft

YJ

clues, Paints and

Oils,

“

Brushes,<bc. Phy-

turbine giving 1,000 horse power, with the

experimentof using so great a head iu thelessmanaged to gain the English coast.
turbines of such unusual demensions will Brock, with a dozen other pilots,

wm

much
(ft 6 60
(ft 3 50
75
(ft 1 30
(ft 1 40

©

Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
$2.00 per annum,

lines,

Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths published whttout charge for subscribeis.

\f EYER,

H. & CO.. Dealers lu all kinds of Furniture,Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins,
Picture Frames, etc. : River street.

ivt

Oiural Dealan.

advertising bills collectable quarterly.

An X before the Subscriber's name will donote
the explratiou of the Subscription.
Two XX signifies that no paper will be continued after date.

T7AN PUTTKN G„

General Dealers, in Dry
Goods, Groceries, Crockery, Hats and Caps,
Fbur. Provisions, etc.; River st.

V

IPIITQ DA D(?D

may be found on file at Geo.
Rowell & Co's News-*
paper AdvertisingBureau (10 Spruce St.), where
advertising contracts may be made for it in NEW

inio rArUiRp.

YORK.

15

tf

horse

Pkssink’s.

Taking Effect, Sunday, June 12, 1881

Mich.

15-tf

UMy

Day

Day

Ni’t

lloitaud.

to

Mall.

Exp. Exp.

Nt’l

Mail. Exp. Exp.

TOWNS.

p.tn. p. m. a. m.
p. m. p. m. a. m.
•tlUJU 1 55 10 50 ....Holland ..... 3 25 9 40 5 15

thus giving

‘

Mich.

2 00 8 80 p 35

. ..

33-lf

[IBBELINK,

J. U., Livery and Sale Stable;
Ninth street,near Market.

I

Meat karbott.

1 45 ...St. Joseph...12 40 7 25 2 00

2 05 4 05

3 30 4 50 2 50 ..New Buffalo..11 40 6 30 11 55
9 00 3 40 9 10

7 30 7 40 5 50 ....Chicago.....

RUTKAU, Wn. New

But these are only minor

m.

p.

m.

a.

m.

p.

p.

V

1

to

From Holland
Grand Hapida.
.in. p. m. p. m.

Ma&ufiot:riei,kill*, Shop*, Etc.

Holland.

to

m

m. p.m.
1 5) tiuiu

p.

5 20 9 45 3 25 ....Holland..... 10 45

5 85 9 55 3 35 ....Zeeland ..... 10 35 1 40 9 55
5 57 10 07 3 52 ..Hudsonville...10 15

9 25

10 80
6 15 10 15 4 05 ....Grandvlllc...

1 12 9 05

6 35 10 30 4 2) ..Grand Rapids.. 9 45

1 00 8 45

a.ra. p.

m.

p.

m.

a.

m.

m.

p.

p. in.

EaLD,

R. K., Manufacturerof undDealerin
Agricultural I mplumeuts ; commission agent
for Mowing Machines* cor. lUthdi River street.
1

1

IT

of Plugger Mills; Steam
Mills.) near foot of 8th street.
(

to

Just received at the

Saw ami Flour Putten & Sous,

a.

m.

Holland

p.

m.

a. in.

to
p.

t5 30 8 25 10 40 ....Holland. ...

P., Justice of the Peace and
Notary Public. Conveyancing done al *hort
notice. Office a: bis residenceNew Holland,
9-ly

Michigan.

m. p.m. p.m.

11

20 ....Bushktll.... 3 30

11

25

A full

7 20 4 50 12 30 ... Muskegon.
.m. p.m. p. m.

2

..

p.

25 12 00 8 00
m. noon p.m.

F. J., Physician and Accoucher.
Office at Dr. Schouten’sdrug store, Eighth
4U ly.

street.
0

ANTING, A.

G., Physician and Surgeon ;
*Y1 office at UraafrchapVillage,Allegancounty,
Mich. Officehours from ID to i2 a.
26-ly.
*1

ranging from 5 cents to the

costUest.

12-tf

O. £., Physician and Surgeon. Office
at his residence, Overysel, Mich.

ViaNunica.

a.m.

From Mnskeeon to
Holl&nQ.
p.m.

00

*6 45

10 25

5 30

9

4 55

12 10

p.

8 00

m.

p.m.

to
Allegan.

ALLEGAN BRANCH.

Via Grand Haven Railroad.

From Holland
a.m.

m.

m. p. m.
10 45 •5 45

11 15

480

10 15

5 10

11 35

4 55

10 02

4 55

IS 00

48

9

12 45 585
p.m. p.m.

9 25
a.

m.

4 15

330
p.

m.

no

a cure for the most obstinate

trust in alcoholicpreparations: their cold or cough, and if

any one

will lake a

use will lead to intemperance;neither be small teaspoon and half fill it with the Oil,

is

spoon into the head by
tliey can, until the

icine ever inveuted for strengthening every

throat, and practice that twice

part of the body
or lost organic

and

restoring impaired don’t cure

functionsto

llicir normal

to

read their advertisement to be found else-

request him to do

where

finds

in this

issue.

15-7m.

Aiol

H.

Mailer.

cohol, aud
that cures

is

how

aa

sell more floe Whiskies than any other
boose in the State.

foryou if you

so, especially

when he mending, and

docs not contain

out and cure

my

their

al-

certain knowledge.

dubbed

patent

I have ever felt like

recom-

am very anxious to see

I

in every place, for I tell you that

not be without

it

in

reviver, a true

it

I would

my house for any con-

am now

suffering with a

headache and does not blacken pain like rheumatismin

a sure

a week, I
head may

offensive their

be, it will clean it

the only preparation of Iron sideration.1

the teeth. It is

Kortlander Bros,

it

you cannot be persuaded to take

some substitute.It

TteoIortMer.

hard

having an un- catarrh. For deafness and earache it has

my

and nothing relievesme

right limb,

like

Thomas’

strengthener, and the very best medicine Eclectric Oil.

DR. E. F.

ever invented for permanently strengthen-

CRANE,
Corry, Pa.

ing the pulmonary, urinary and digestive
organs, and preventing consumption,kid-

Girls as

Wood Engrarers.

ney diseases and chronic dyspepsia, often

Tobucci and Cigars.

curing these diseases when all other rem-

npK ROLLER,

X

sniffing as

Oil fall over into the

sure to fallow. The mildest and best med-

medicine that

you

|_|IQQ1N3, B. P. the leading Photographer*Gal-

O. J., General dealer in Tobacco,
Cigars,Snufl, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.

edies have failed; for ills truly nature’s

A contemporary asked a wood engraver

why

he did not

employ girls. His

reply

was:
“ I have employed women very often,

best assistant.—
Wat chi i asd Jivslry.

The Ottawa county board

of examin- and I wish I could feel

RREYMAN, OTTO Watchmaker, Jeweler, and
13 dealer in Fancy Goods; Corner of Market

era has adopted the followingschedule of

But the truth is that,

and Eighth Street.

examinations:

comes

Special examination at Orand

Haven in

to

morp encourased.
when a young man

mu and begins his work, be

that it is life’s business. He is to

(eels

cot bis

the Court House, Sept. 2, 1881.

fortune out of the littleblocks before him.
Special examination at Berlin, in school- Wife, family, home, happiness, and all to
house, Sept. 8, 1881.
be carved out by bis own hand, and be

I. 0. of o. F.

Importers
WHOLESALE

Holland City Lodge, No. 192, IndepnndentOrder
of Odd Fellows, holds lu regular meetings at Odd
Fellows Hall, Holland, Mich. , on Tuesday Evening
of each week
Visiting brothers arecordially invited.
Will. if. Rooxiu, N. O.
M. Habbinoton, K. 8.

t Runs daily,all other trains dally except Sunday. AH trains ran by Chicago time.

flirertortj.

is

for

Any druggist will procure

the Burlingtonroute. It will pay

We

PlutsKTftpfcer.

• Mixed trains.

gustos

present profession, 40

was

It is the only medicine

a.

510

confident it

my

I

done wonders to

Holland.

406

p.

both harmless as well as meritorious.Put

ago.

the Eastern States,is Brown’s Iron Bitters.

From Allegan to

•10 45

years

paralleledand rapidly increasingsale in

4 10

1 10

practice for

economic wants of 200,000,000 people.

that special inducements are offered by

%

11 10

mighty force thul would supply the

It is important to travelers to know

m.

X

to
Muskegon.

From Holland

to vessels in

ar-

VAN PUTTEN

\TATES,

MUSKEGON BRANCH.

ber of lives by

pears that the average flow of the river that ofi'ered.

condition, and one which is

^CUOUTEN,

6 50 4 20 11 50 ...Ferrysburg... 3 00 12 86 8 35

many

the Niagara back

It is

nervous system and digestive organs

Phyiicianc.
B., Physician and Surgeon,has made
the disease of the Eye, Ear and Throat a
special study. Officehours uiglhi and day, ou the
cor. of Eighth and River sis., Holland, Mich.

6 85 4 15 11 45 ..Grand Haven.. 3 05 12 40 8 40

26-tf

straw Hats has just

line of

& SONS,
nicest and

13

3 25

new goods,

etc.

rived at the store of G.

4 06 1 35 to 40
8 85

Van

Notary PuOlici.

REST. R.

11 15

00

6

store of G.

a large stock of

scription,notions, etc.,

10th and Rivei streets.

O

Holland.

found themselves

consisting of all kinds of ginghams, table

^TEGENGA, A.

From Muskegon

Muskegon.

said, when tbey

many years a sufferer
from quinsy; “Thomas’ Eclectric Oil
Good Advice from a Leading Medical
cured mo." I was also troubled with
Professor,
hoarseness,and Thomas’ Eclectric Oil
The learned doctor says^ “Keep some always relieved me. My wife and child
kind of a tonic medicine always in the bad diphtheria, and "Thomas’ Eclectric
The finest Soda Water, Candies and house, and if anyone feel unwell, make Oil cured them," and if taken In time it
Cigars at (15-tf) E. 8. Danghemond’s. free use of it. But first be sure that it is will cure seven times out of ten. I am

1

From

powers, to geon

partial to any remedy that produces a se and then place the end of the spoon in
\17ILMS, P. U. Manufacturerof WDoden, and linens, groceries, brushes of every deYV Iron and Wood combinationPumps. Corvere cathartic effect, lor prostration of the one nostril and draw the Oil out of the

the Night Express leaves
Holland :4« and arrivesIn Grand Rapids 3:10 a. m.

(Via Grand Haven Railroad.)

throw some troop

vessel,to

above the falls is 10,000,000 cubic feet per
A Baptist Minister's Experience.
We have a speedy and positive cure for Catarrh, minute. Converting this into horse power
I am a Baptist Minister, and before I
Diphtheria,Canker mouth and Head Ache, In
SHILOH’S
c TARRH REMEDY. A nasal In- under a head of 200 feet, we have a grand even thought of being a clergyman, I
111
iectorfree with each bottle.Use it if you desire
health and sweet breath. Price 50 cts. Sold by D. aggregate of 3,000,000 horse power— a graduatediu medicine, but left a lucrative

RAUELS, VAN PUTTKN & CO., Proprietors

1

On Sunday morning

MUSKEGON BRANCH.

a wide lighten the

inspect.

From Ord. Rapids
a.

225,000, was laboring heavily in the trough of the
sea It whs found necdfnl, In order to

swimming out on horsedistress.He commonly
River. From data furnished by the United rode an old gray mare, but when the mare
States Lake Survey Bureau in 18/5, it ap- was not to hand he took the first horse
remains to be uoticed.

Meat Market, near corner R. Mcengs.
Eighth and Fish Street. All kinds of sausages constantly on hand.
UITE, J., Dealer In all kinds of meats and
. vegetables ; Meat Market on 8th street.

which the dog belonged

which they need not have

swam for
speak, of the hills and valleys. The
miles
after
the
vessel.
A
man
on
the east
grand dominating power that could absorb
them all and still have room to give coast of Lincolnshire saved quite a num-

13

m.

the ship to

all perished,

abandoned, faced round and

A large slock of bleached and unbleached cottons, and all kinds of dress
On Saturdaynight the Night express north runs
goods and trimmings has just arrived at
earlier,leaving Chicago 5 15 p. m., arriving at
\7-AN DERHAaK, U., Dealer In Fresh, Salt, ihc store of G. VAN PUTTEN & SONS.
Holland :33 Sunday morning.
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper Ladies are especially invited to call and
GRAND RAPIDS BRANCH.
and twine; 8th street.
12-lf
m.

a. in. p.

thirteen miles

total of nearly 500,-

hospitable refuge to four times as

Dyspepsia and Liver Complaint.

ROONE H„

1 50 3 55 1 30 .BentonHarbor. 12 50 7 32 2 10

swam

extent of country, and supplying in their horses overboard which had been taken lu
way the wants of 50,000,000 of people. at Corunna. The poor things, a staff sur-

Llvirrtad Sail Stable*.

Hotel.

named total of

a grand

000 horse power, distributed over

Livery and Sale Stable. Office
Is It not worth the small price of 75 cents to
10 40 .... 11 08 East Saagatuck 3 05 .... 500 13 audbarn on Marketslrect.Everythingfirst- jree yourself of every symptom of these distressclass.
ing complaints. If you think so. call at our store
get a bottle of Shiloh’s Vitalizes,every bottle
10 55 2 20 11 20 ....Richmond. .. 2 55 9 20 4 45
[AVERKATK, G. J., Livery and Boarding and
has a printed guarantee on It. use accordingly and
__
stable.Flue rigs and good horses can
you no g<K)d It will cost you nothing.
___________
12 00 2 50 tl 55 ..Gd. Junction.. 2 15 8 45 3 55 ways be relied on. on FLU street, near Scott’s If it noes
Sold by D. U. Meongs.
12 25 S 05 12 10

the afternoon of an October evening

and mny done had they only ventured to thread
furnish an aggregate, used and unused, water as the dog did. As a certain ship
equal to the last

Oh, What a Cough!
E. P. Montleth proprietor.
Located near the Chi. & W. Mich, it R. deWill yon hoed the warning. The signal perhaps
pot, has good facilities for the traveling public,and of the sure approachof that more terribledisease
its table is unsurpassed. Free Hack for accommo- Consumption.Ask yourselves If yon can afford
uation of guests. On Ninth sir, Holland, Mich. for the sake of saving 50 cents, to run the risk and
do nothing for It. We know from experience
Wm. J. Scott, proprietor. that Shiloh’s Cure will cure jour cough. It never
This hotel is located on the cor. of Ninth and falls. This explains why more than a million
ifdthe past year. It relievesCroup,
Fish sirs., convenient to both depots. Terms, bottleswere sold
$1.00 per day. Good accommodations can always and Whooping Cough, at once. Mothersdo not he
be relied on. Holland,
8-ly
withoutit. For Lame Back, Side or Chest, use
Shiloh's Porous Plaster. Sold by D. It. Mcengs.

oCOTFS HOTEL.

From Chicago

From Holland
to Chicago.

presentlyall

the country which are utilized,

RIKENIX HOTEL.

West Michigan B. B.

in

power. There are also very many crew of

smaller streams in all the hill sections of

JL

Ss

horse power, are 4

to the standard of

when

boat,

perished except Brock himself, who from

R

Ip you want a nice dish of Ice Cream go
city. Is locatedin the business center of the town,
and has one of the largestand best sample rooms to the parlors fitted up for the purpose, al
in the State. Free bus in connection with the HoE. S. Dangrkmond’b.

Chicago

the benefitof man-

work.

fMTY HOTEL. Mrs. J. Meyers Sons, Pro\J prietors.The only first-classHotel in the

tel. Holland,

wind upset the

baccos, the cheapest and the best, at

Eotih.

|ail goad's.

dammed for

kind, and the force which they furnish re-

duced

mainsheetwas belayed,

of the rivers which

14,000; the Connecticut,at Hadley, 17,- are capable of swimming immense disVan Knmpen has gol all the 000; the Androscoggiu,at Lewiston, 11,- tances, although unable to rest by the
necessary tools to move, raise or lower
000; the Housatonic, at Canaan Falls, way. A dog recently swam thirty miles
buildings at short notice. He is also pre3,000; the Mississippi,at the Falls of 8t. in America In order to rejoin his mMter.
pared to build new dwellings, or repair
Anthony, 15,000; the Oswego, at Oswego, A mule and a dog wuhed overboard
old ones, or do any kind of carpenter and
4,000, The sum total of these is 75,000 during a gale in the Bay of Biscay have
joiner’s
18-ly.
horse power. But this is used over again been known to make their way to shore.
on an average not less.thau three times. A dog swam ashore with a letter In bia
The largest variety of Cigars and ToThis would show a larger total of 225,000 mouth at the Cape of Good Hope. The

Mr.

changes.

have been

Some

1,000 horse power; the Merrimac, at before be was able to hail a vessel at
Lowell, 10,000; the Mohawk, at Cohoes, anchor in the offing. Animals themselves

Additional $o(al.

furoRuri.

Interest.

as follows: The Passaic, at Paterson, N. J., to 1 the next morning

1

Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three

and as the
a sudden puff of

be watched by mechanical engineers with plying for fares by Yarmouth,

V

YV

sail.

was blowing fresh, the time was night,

whole power of the great lakes and the and the place some miles out id the stormy
Niagara River to re-enforce them. The German Ocean. The hardy fellow never-

Bariev, fl 100 lb
Middling. V 100
One tquare of ten lines, (nonpareil,)75 cents for
EENOB, D. R., Drug Store. Fine Drugs, Med- FJour, fl brl...
Unit insertion,and 25 cents for each subsequent ill Iclues,Fancy Goous, Toilet Articles and Per- Pearl Barley, fl 100 lb ...............
insertionfor any period under three mouthe.
Rye fl bush .....................
r.im^Hes. River street.
Corn Meal fl 100 lbs.
| 3 m. | 6 m. 1 1 r.
\7AN PUTTEN, W*., Dealer in Drugs, Medl- Fine Corn Meal P HiO lbs
850 5 00 I 8 00
cines. Paints, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
1 Square ........
8 00 10 00
NV. Van Dkn Bbro's Family Medicines;Eighth St.
5 00
..........
8 00 10 00 I 17 00
.........
10 00 17 00 | 25 00
\17ALSH HEBER, Druggist& Pharmacist; a
Column ..........
17 00 25 00 I 40 00
full stock of goods appertaining
to the bus25 00 40 00 I 65 00 iness.
:::::::::

1

the opin-

ship fell overboard while fisting a

« ton ..
V 100 ». •

Feed,

Webb,

It

Wheat, white fl bushel

f'VOKSBUUG.J. O., Dcalcriu Drugsand Medi-

of

fed by a tube seven feet in diameter, each

siclan'sprescriptionrcarefully put up: Eighth st.

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:

1ST AH

Referring to the wonderful feats of
•witniuiog performed by

pleted. There will be three turbines,four ignorant of their real powers.
Some years since the second mate of a
feet in diameter, with eighty feet of head

Corn, shelled fl bushel
Oats, fl bushel .........
Buckwheat, f) bushel...
Bran. A 100 lbs

First Reformed Church.
Drugs asi Uiiielati.

•*
**

13
10 00
75
60
2 85

drain, Feed, Etc.

$1.60 per year if paid in advance; $1.75 if
paid at three month*, and $2.00 if
paid at six month*.

500.

Niagara,” read before the recent Bankera* ion is expressed in Nature that men and
200 Convention at Saratoga, Mr. Delano de- animals would sustain themselvesfor long
22
scribed a remarkable developmentof distances in wster much oftenor were they
5 BO
14 power al Niagara Falls, soon to be com- not incapacitated by terror or completely

Apples,V bushel ................. 9 ,
Beans,
.............1
Butter, V lb • ................

est market price paid for wheat, edict in Brick Onions,
U bushels ................
lie
tore cor. Eighth <fc Fish streets,Holland, Mich. 17 Potatoes, ft bushel ................
Timothy Seed, fl bushel ..........
Sntlit.

Editor and PuUUher.

a
3

Niagara.

In a paper ou “The Water Power
Produce, Etc.

TNE OROOT,

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

OTTO

Bwl— Water Power at

NO.

Long Swimi by Non and Anlm&li.

Four-Foot Turbinu with an Eighty-Foot

Out Prfefts.

Birfcin.

WEEKLY NEWSPAPER.

A

Attorney and Cor icelor at Law,
corner of River and Klghth streets.

1

®lte potliind 6itij

WHOLE

1881.

17,

F.

ft

A. X.

A RiouLAHCommunicatlonof Umitt Lodok.
No. 191, F. * A. M..wil)be heldat Masonic Hall
Holland, Mich., on Wednesdayevening, Sept.
T.atTj'clockftbarp.
H. C. Matiuu.W.M.
D. L. Botd. 5<c’v.

AND

LIQUOR DEALERS
Canal
Grand Rapids, - Michigan.
No. 114

Street,

Special examinationat Hudsonville,
schoolbouse, Sept. 9.

Special examination at Holland,time to actly the other
be fixed.

may

Regular examinationat Grand Haven in
Court House, March, 1882.

.

written and to begin at 9 a. m.

'‘Bakers’ Pare Hand made Soar Mash Bourbon." 1881
iTbe best in the State.) “Kentnckjr Pride" hand,

way with the girl. She

be as poor as the boy, and as wholly

dependent upon herself fora

living,

but

by
wood

she feels that she will probably marry

be both oral $nd ^nd

At the special examinationsin the year

ttomyi.

earnestly to bis labor,

it, and with every inRegular examinationat Grand Haven at citement spurring him on. He cannot
Court House, Oct. 28.
marry until he knows his trade. It is ex-

All examinationsto

The finest Whiskies in the World.

settles steadily and

determined to master

by, and then she must give up

engraving. 8o she goes on
has

no ambition to

listlessly;

she

excel; she does not

only third grade certificateswill be feel that all her happiness depends on it
granted.
She will marry, and then her husband's
made
soor-mash.
“Jackson
Sonr
Mash."
The
town of the Union, to sell the best LithJab. F. Zwemeb, &c’y Fd of Examiner*.
finest in the Land. “Honeydew Bourbon." “J.
wages will support her. She may pot say
fOBRlDK, A CARROLL, Attorneys at Law, ograph Pictures,ever published.Address: R. Clay." “8. 8. Miller’sRye." The Limestone
L Lepplg's Block, Grand Rapids, Michigan. H. M. Buhrman, 128 Monroe str., Grand Creek Sonr Mash, and the finest line of Imported
Time, which deadens hatred, secretly so but she thinks ao, and it spoils her
and Domestic Wines.
Business in Kent, Ottawa and Allegan Conntte
I work.”
will be promptly attended
9-lye
Rapids,
28-tf.
KORTLANDER BROTHERS. strenghthens \ovt.—

OWARD.M. D., Claim Agent, Attorneyand

H

WANTED—

Reliable agents in every

Notary Public; River street.

to.

Mich.

Richter.

22-6m

lk*..

It

.

.

_ _

..

•

^

foDattd

Ifcp

<fiia

A serious disturbanceon the levee at
New Orleans /originated in epithetsbestowed
upon the driven of qotton-floaUA police
sergeant waa beaten with clubs, and fired on
the crowd, killing a negro named Hawkins.
.

HOLLAND CITT. MIOHTGAN.

Bullets flow thick around the officers/andthe
entire force was called to tho scene by the firealarm. Women shot .at policemen from ^the
windows, and the newly-engaged laborers were
forced to quit work. The militia were ordered
out just as the rioting ceased. Several cotton
bales were set on fire.
.

which, in length of continuanceand seventy,

The Roman CatholiovBishopof Geor-

has never been equaled within the memory of

the evening dressing his pulse had fallen to

advises Catholic 100 and the temperatureto 98.6. tflo favorable
was the report of the phyticians, Dm. Bliss and
parents residing in citie* where it is practica- Agnew, that the Cabinet officers, with the exble to snstaip a parochial school to take their ception
SecretarrKirkwood and Atchildren from tho public schools.... A threetorney General •MacVeagh, left
the
story building being erected in Richmond, VL,
tnounUifia
days'
toppled /over, and fatally injured two woi$>
mUoh-neefiedrecreation.The parotid gland
gia, the Most Rev. Dr.

the

oldest inhabitant The pastures are
ruined, and cattle,instead of fattening as they
usually do at this season, are failing. In not a
few cases the winter stock of fodder is drawn
upon to keep the animals alive. The ground is
baked so hard that the fall work is very much
hindered. Cattle are dying in some places for

Grow,

of

White

for
few

a

for

• hn'i “practically
Sealed,and ho has less trouble
wain or water. Great damage has been
The coming politicalcontest in Penn- with excretions from the lungs. Dr. Bliss
fires in the neighborhoodof
Owen Sound, Parry Sound, Gravclhurst, sylvania for State Treasurer is likely to be a stated quite positively last night that there was
no danger of the formation of a pus cavity in
Ottervillo Stratford,Eden Mills, Burton and
A mob numbering nearly a hundred Zurich. A million dollars’ worth of timber three-corneredone. The RepublicanStale the lungs. Dr. Bliss says he is satisfiedthat
THE EAST.
Convention nominatod Gen. S. M. Bailey, a ihe bullet by which the President was wounded
men rode into Dardanelle, Ark., and, surround- was burned in the Parry Sound district.... strong -Cameron man. State Representative has become enevsted, and that the pasasge
In an attempt to torpedo an piWoll,
The Ht> aroer Proteus has arrived at St John’s,
ing the jail wheffl two murderers (Taylor and
made by the ball Is cldsed and^ealed for about
near Bradford,Pa., four meu were imtantly
N. B., from Lady Franklin bay, bringing with iWolfe, who yihittwlv^ppoHed to tht CamerBruce-) were confined, overpowered the guards, her members of the Jeannette search expedi- ons, has aunonneed himself as an independent three and a half inches froW tho location of
killed,one fatally injured,and two lerioualy securedthe keys of the prison, aud, taking me
Republicancandidatefor fhe office.
tho ball and within uine inches of the surface.
tion who arc confiJered unfit to endure tho
hurt. The report wai heard for aevenprisoners named from the iron cage, pat ropes
hardshipsof a rigid winter. The Proieus -reIk
sum*
of
tho deportments at Wash- Postmaster General James was admitted to the
....John Kimmel, a tavernkeeperof Jamaica, about their necks and dragged them into the
KTc-cTTai&tiPT,
atnr"Btfited thatr he was struck
ports much ice in Lady Franklin hay. No
ington subscriptions are being raised to procure

WEEKLY HEWS REVIEW,

L. L, killedhia wife then let Are to his tarem,

and then hanged himself, j

Mrs. Lillie Robinson, of Boston,
applied to the Supreme Court of Massachusetts

for permissionto practice, and was answered
that it weuld be contrary to the constitution to
permit a woman to dischargethe duties of an
attorney.

As a freight train on the Philadelphia
and Erie division of the Pennsylvaniarailroad
was passing over a bridge which spans a creek
in Crawford county, Pa., the bridge, which had
been weakened by flames from burning trees
close to the woodwork, gave way, precipitating
the entire train into the ravine beneath. The
engineer aud fireman were killed, and two
tramps,who were stealinga ride in tho cars,
are also supposed to have perished. The loss
of merchandise was very great

THE WEST.

streets.The wretched prisoner* were dragged
through the streets by their captors, and to a
patch of adjacenttimber, whore the ropes were
flung across the limb of a tree, and
they were left dangling in the air....
A murderer named Ramsey was taken
from the Owingsville(Ky.) jail and
put to death bv an armed mob.
. .william Mason, a farmer living near Cotton Plant, Woodruff county, Ark., while returninghomo got into an altercation with three men who were
working on the road. It appears the latter ordered him to turn aside, and, when he refused,
overturnedhis wagon. Mason then drew a revolver aud killed two of the men and badly

traces of tho missing Jemuette hfve been discovered
The Internal Revenue Bureau has

—

Government(1,250,000

is

people of the mining camps in the Territory are

gatheringin large bodies for safety. Citizens

other.

New York has called a convention at Albany

posed

Oct. 11.

m

ministration of Gov. Hoyt, declares in favor of

a tariff which will discriminatein favor
Americanindustries, and nominatedGen.

8.

•

WASHINGTON.

night some strange party representing
himself

newspaperman came to Nunnelly and
elated that he had a startling piece of news,
as

a

When

the steamer Gen. Sherman ar-

of common

.

patient was placed in a reclining chair where he
good view of tho ocean.

might have

a

He

,,

there half au hour, and
seemed to enjoy it ' very much. Tho
parotid trouble has practicallydisappeared,the wound is looking healthy, and
the physicians are now agreed that the bullet
has become encysted. The only unftfvorublo
symptom seems to be the frequency of respiraremaiued

Limerick, Ireland, is excited over the tion, which is taken by some as indicating that
arrival of 600 police, who are to quell the dis. tho condition of the lungs is not as good as
turbauces there ____ France has within five could bo wished. The Presidenthimself is not

Methodism, and to secure

months dispatched36,000 soldiers to Algeria.

quite satisfiedas to the condition of his lungs,
and remarked to one of his attendantsyesterday that ho had a long siege before him.’

PRESIDENT GARFIELD.

residence of the Khedive of
Long Branch, Sept 8.
Egypt was surrounded by 4,000 soldiers,with
With tho disadvantageof having to endure
thirty pieces of artillery,who demanded the one of the hottest days of the season,it is not
dismissal of all the Ministersaud an increase suqjnsing that tho Preeidont has made slow
of tho army to 18.000 men. The Khedive was
progress during the last (wonty-four hours.
compelled to yield, and apnointed Cherif Pa- Yesterdaytho thermometer was 94 degrees iu
sha President of tho Council. The troops then tho shade, aud the patient was fanned neargave cheers and withdrew. Foreign occupation ly all day by five attendants. His

Mexican Coinage.
are indebted to an invaluable

We

publication upon the history of tho coin-

age of the mints of Mexico, in the
columns of El Mincro Mexicana, for the
facts which we have tabulated below to
show the amount of gold aud silver thus
coined during the five years ended 30th
is thought to be a necessity.
pulse ranged from 106
104 June, 1879:
Total.
Fresh shocks of earthquake have oc- throughout the day. This morning 80 June.
tho fever has entirely snbsided, the patient’s
$862,61900 $19 386,958 50 $20,219,67750
aurred at vaVious points in the Neapolitan temperatureis only a little above tho normal, 1876 ......... 809.40150 19,454.05400 20,263455 .50
......... 695,75000 21,416,12850 22,110.87850
and ho is resting quietly. Ho has partaken of
provinces, and some lives were lost and much
1878 -------691 998 00 22,084.20350 22.776.20150
property was destroyed.... In the Ecumenical the usual amount of food. Enem&ta were also 1979 ......... 658,20600 22,162,98765 22,821193 65
Conference in London, Bishop Simpson said administered. Dr. Hamiltonsaid last evening
the exceedingly hot T<rtgla...$3,717,97450 $104,503,33215 $107,221,80665
the loss of childrenof Methodists In America that, notwithstanding

to

Gold. Silver.

1875

.........

1877

and tho only troublesomefeature

is the
extreme weakness of the patient,'’ Dr. Revburn said that, while the Presidenthad not
gained a great deal of ground vesterdav, he
had certainly held his own, and that ho 'had
entirely recovered from tho effects of his
journey, Tho patient rallied from the fatigue
consequent on his journey more readilythan
was anticipated,Drs. Reyburn, Barnes and
Woodward have withdrawn from the corps of attendingsurgeon?, in obedienceto the expressed
wish of the President,who believes that a
fewer number of physicianscan manage his
case as well as the number heretofore employed. Mrs. Garfield conveyed her husband’s
wishes to tho surgeons named, and they had no
hesitationm complyingwith his wish. Tho
.other physicians express regret that gentlemen
in whose professionalcapacitythey have unbonnded confidence, and whose friendship they
value, should have to withdrawat this juncture, but it was deemed beat that tho patient's
wishes should be complied with
Long Brancu, Sept. 9.

Britain andjlroland, held in London, passed resolutions Expressinghorror und detestationof
Gniteau’s crime, sympathy with President Garfield and the American people,and hope that
the President will speedilyrecover and live
long to do good service to the great nation over
which he so worthily presides ____ At Knocknagre, Cork county, Ireland,forty disguised
men broke into tho house of three brothers, named Mahonev, and shot them down ____
The Japanese have decided to extend railroads

throughout the empire, and the question of
Government aid is being considered ____ The
emigrants leaving Liverpoolin August numbered 21,321,of whom 2,967 went to British
North America....A land-slide occurred near
the village of Elm, Switzerland, by which two
nersonswere killedand thirty houses destroyed.

ADDITIONAL NEWS.

During the same period tho money
value of the total copper coinage was
$11,906,604,or more than three times
greater than the value of the gold coined
during tho same half decade — the total
coinage for the period being $119,127,910. Of this amount it is to be noted
87$ per cent, were of silver, ten per
cent, in copper, and but two and a half
per cent, in gold. It

is

this last fact

which

we commend to

the consideration of
capitalistsupon the eve of embarking in
Mexican gold mining ventures with the
expectationof finding there the greatest
gold miues in the world, upon the specious statementsof unscrupulous speculators and their venal ecribblersof the
press.— A/imn/7 Record.

"The hen

a frugal housekeeper,-

is

said the old Dominique ; " she finds her

The

will of the late Lorenzo

Delmon-

.

Assistant Adjutant General Buggies is credited with saying that Mason will be turned over
to the civil authoritiesof the Districtof
Columbia. He will perhaps he tried on a charge
of shooting witu*inteut to kill.
convic-

the people for his safety. No American President before this bad enjoyed the luxury of a
pilot-engine.That was formerlya privilege of
royalty alone. Yet the life of ihe President is

as valuable when ho is in bodily health
as when he ia cu ihc verge of dissolution. The express company in Wash-

ington not only sent out its steadiest horses
to draw the wagon that carriedthe President,
but appointed its trustiest man to drive them
ho would never go on board alive. Ho was
promptly overpowered by the soldiers,bound and put an attendantat the bridle-reinof each.
hand and loot, and carried up the gang-plank. The beat engineers,tinmen and conductors
The other Indians had displayedsome insu- were selected, and each understoodthat he had
bordination, but quietlyfollowed when their a post of honor. The whole track wad cleared
chief had oeen subdued ____ There is a atrong and every precautionthat ingenuity could sugbeut.ment in Arizona in favor of the expul- cest waa taken to make tho journey comfortaMon of tne savages irom th6 Terntoiy ____ The ble.
Southern Ute luuiuu* are said to be preparing
The CeuHua Bureau at Washington
to take the war path.
has issued a bulletin containingstatisticsof
Bernabd Behr, a German resident of the fisheries of the great lakes. Tho tables
party to Fort Randall, tho noted Sioux declared

show

-•

broiled partridge. Dr. Bliss said yesterday

pirtd of spasms of tho heart, at Bristol, R. I. I
was born at Liberty, lud., in 1824,
graduatedat West Point in 1847. He was
a Lieutenant of artilleryin the Mexican war
and in 1860 became treasurer of tlio Illinois,

He

A

rived at Standing Rock to transfer Sitting Bull's

St. Louis, whose fondness for whisky made

tined for Salt Lake City.

ress towar/i recovery. Tho reports of the surgeons were of a very reassur g character, and
^verybodv about the Fcpnckiyn cottage, physicians and attendants, seemed to be happy. The

nest and then she makes her own
spreads.” "And the chicks have to
shell out before she scratches a single
A change in the wound yesterday,followed
ico Las been probated. Ho leaves a fortune of
worm for them,” said the Bantam. “ i'es
(2,000,000, of which his wife gets (400,000 and by a lower temperature, caused a marked
indeedy,”said the Dominique, "the
for chills.
his house and stableswith all they contain, for the better in tho conditionof tho
Sergt^ Mason’s attempt to shoot (600,000 goes to his nephew, Charles C. Del- ! differing President At noon yesterday hia chick comes down the first thing.” “ He
haste,” said the Spangle, "feather or
Guiteau is not viewed with a very alarming monico, and the interest on (100,000 goes to Pnlg0 Bto°d at 94, and at the evening dressing
his brother Siro,. .Ambrose E. Burnside,! He took a liberal amount of both liquid no.” "How can tho hen make him
amount of abhorrence or even indignation. United States Senator from Rhode Island, ex- j &IK* »°hd food, includingthe greater part of a
come down ?” asked the April chicken,

tion on (he charge is highly improbable.
which could be obtainedin a verv short time if
If tried by court-martial Mason may
be would follow him. He did as he was bidden.
he subject to some punishment for violation
On the way to a point s bout a mile south of Kanof military discipline.This probably will
sas City the unknown man asked Nunnelly be the extent of his punishment. But it
what ho knew regarding tho James boys, and may be that be will not be punished in any
was told by him that he whs acquainted way. It would not be difficultto convince a
with, them, and had served on Pink- jury— to convince a court-martial even— that
erton's detectiveforce in pursuit of them on
Mason was not in his right mind when he shot
several occasions.Suddenly the interrogator
at Guiteau.
interrupt!d by informing Nunnel'y that he was
GENERAL.
Jesse James, sad that ho proposed to kill him.
At this time five men rose mysteriouslyfrom
The care that waa exercised in moving
the side of tho road and covered tho victim
the President from Washington to Long
with revolvers, compellinghim to throw up his
hands. The gang started to take Nunnelly Branch was good testimonyto the concern of
along with thtiri. but ne broke away and rail
for his liic through the deuse underbrush, and
made his escape. Tho gang followed aud fired
a number of shots at tho fiocing journalist,
none of which took effect.

a national

iu favor of other denominations was one of the weather,the President’s case looked “exceedmost disastrous facts connected with Method- ingly favorable."Dr. Bliss said: “The
Presidentis better in more ways than one.
ism.
The Congress of Workingmen of Great Tho wound and gland are both doiug well,

which, however, he never sees— containssome

yourself.

the Jesao James gang of outlaws. About mid-

for-

Thb

A

nelly. had a thrillingexperiencewith a party of

clerical delegates

,

a

A Kansas City reporter, named Nun-

and

lay

the wall of tho infantry barracks at Castlebar,
Ireland, but the lighted fuse dropped out.

nearly (10,000was taken from the passengers curious messages.The following, written on
and thrown into
pillow-case as tho a postal card, .was sent from Baltimore:
robbers walked through the cars .....
Yes, do come to our little fun on Oct 10, 11 *nd
The acting Governor of Arizona has sent a tel- 127 Your passsse will be paid, but we cannot guaregram to the Secretarr of War, asking for 500 antee you a ticket “home.” We' assure you quite a
stand of arms to supply citizens in exposed set“ time." ' Should your “ guardian"consent to yonr
tlements. The superintendentof the Southern coming a private conveyancewill meet you at the
depot
thence you will be drawu throughthe city,
Pacific road has applied to Gen. Wilcox for
and never before in your life will you have experitrain guards between Tucson and Demiug.
enced such a time. Your body will be perched upon
Gen. Wilcox telegraphsthat tho hostile* are
a pole and carriedin the processionof the Oriole.
all north of the Gila river, and mostly on the
Cow MITT Ut.
White mountains ____ A loss of (100,000 was
Also thia from Annapolis :
incurred bv the burning of the slaughter-house
I will take one volume of the description of
* of Libby, McNeill A Libby, at tho Union Stock Washingtou .tail life and the hanging of Guiteau,
Yards, Chicago.
written bv
T. McHe.nkt.
A Kansas Cnr dispatchsays that six A postal card from Boston had a drawing
of a skeleton, on the left a gallows with a man
of the Glendale train-robbershave been cap- hanging, and the words : “ I will pay any man
tured. They prove to be young farmers living who will get Guiteau’s carcass to eat with me.
I will cut it in ten thousand bits." Guiteau U
in the immediate vicinity of the outrage, and
represented behind the bars, calling : “ Let
the idea that the James brothers were in the
me out and I won't shoot the President again.”—
raid has been quite generally abandoned. Matt
Chapman gave to a Sheriffthe names of tho rob- The wretch had a narrow escape from death a
bers, and has Limaelf been placed in few mornings since. As the guard at the jail
was being relieved, SergeantMason fired at tho
jail at Independence as
witness....
assassin, the bullet coming within a few inches
Ilev. Dr. H. W. Thomas, of Chicago,who has
of his head. It is believed that Mason was suffor several days been under investigation as a
fering from tho effectsof strong medicine taken
heretic, has been found guilty on all the

m

of

the more speedy conversion of the world.
... .A canister of gunpowder was thrown over

The mail for Guiteau, the assassin—

charges, and will be deprived of fellowship
the Methodistchurch until he can bo formally
tried at tho annual conferenceat Sycamore. Ill

issued

conventionof tho agricultural, manufacturing

equal proportions. Its main

power

of

a majority of 396.

a

A call •as been

object
to devise means for prosecuting foreign work
so.a* to result in the ereateat ei onomv and efficiency; to increase the moral and evangelical

Pennsylvania RepublicanCon-

Black Hill* on the 5th and Gth insk. prostrating
all the telegraph wires. It is said that two feet
The Massachusetts Democratic Confell, and there were six inches on a level at
ventiou will be held at Worcester Oct 5.. . .In
Deadwood. Hastings,Neb., had two inches of
a special election in tho Second Maine district
snow about the same time.
for a representative
to Congress to fill the vaThree of the bandits who engaged in
cancy caused by the resignationof Senator
the robberyof the Chicago and Alton train Frye, ex-Gov.Dingley |Republican)was elected
near Glendale, Mo., were arrestednear the by a majorityof about 4,500.

.u*.

September. This

.

depredate exposed settlements .....
heavy snow-storm raged throughout tho Democratic candidatefor Tax-collector, won by

dependence.

of

interesting and importaut

and commercial interests of the country,to bo

and

---------

London, on the 7th

Wesleys.The various denominationsof Methodism number over 4,000,000 actual communi- held at Cooper Institute, Now York city. Nov.
cunte, ana tne Mcmoaua popumuuu nt com- 30. in the iutercst of protectionto American
puted at 18,000,000.The members of the con- industry. . .Hnn.nn offers to end his career as
ference number 400, half of whom represent a piofessional oarsman by rowing any man in
the British and continentalMethodism, and tho world a three-mile race for (2,000 or more.
half the churches in the United States — At New York 650 Mormons were lauded
and Canada. The conferenceis com- from the steamship Wyoming. They are des-

POLITICAL.

scene of their crime by the Sheriffof Saline
county, and have been fully identified. Their

taxefl<'

religious gatheringsheld since the days of the

of Tombstone, Bisbeo and Charlestonhave or- M. Bailey, of Fayette county, for State Treasdered several cases of fire-armsfrom Tucson. urer.
The stampede of section-men along the SouthThe Republicans of San Francisco
ern Pacificrailroadmakes it difficultto keep
the line in running order. It was thought that
elected Bltke for Mayor by 2,092 majority, and
the Apaihes would separate into small bands Sedgwick for Sheriffby 3,405. Grady, tho

A

at

one of tho most

with the extreme emaciation of the President,
although(hi converiaVon showed great ftrenglh
and clearness of inm'd.

tho postofficeclerks have gone to the
extent of signing a petition asking for Mason’s
Long Bra m u, Sept . 14.
promotion iu tho anpy as a recognition of his. I The President* made a decided gain yestere
daring, and of tho fact that he seems to abhor
'the employment of American soldiers in guard- day. The day was fine and tho air was pure
ing an assassin.
and bracing, land tended to the patient’s prog-

The Ecumenical Methodist Council
met

The DemocraticState Committee of

The

in

Some of

FOREIGN.

.

wounded the

counsel for. the defense of Sergeant Mason.

discovered that private banks in New York,
Philadelphia,Boston and Chicago owe the

vention, held at Harrisburg,indorsed the ad-

Advices from Arizona report that tho

done by

1

,t

CentralRailroadCompany. He was Colonelof '
the 1st Rhode Island regiment at the Battle of 1
Bull Run, served at Antietam as a Major Gen- I
oral, and superseded McClellanin command of I
tbe Army of ihe Potomac just before the defeat i
at Fredericksburg. He served three terms I
as Governor of Rhode Island, and was sent to '
the Senate in
j

1875.

The good work of

... _

. .

raising aid for

.

the

,

|

sufferers by the great tires in Michigan, and of |

-

•

distributing supplies throughout the burnt dis- 1

-

.....

tnet is go ng forward vigorously and systemati-

great change for the

better
"
in the patients con Rtion indicates conra'esctTicc!

and of & better character. The wound looked
much healthier, aud the color was much better

aid.

I effect.

•-«

r

.

S!S1i,fue,Ui.ViTv,0f Su . ^’a'1 and Minneapolis,j the pas-age of a drainage-tube,and begins
Soon afterwardthe wind died out, and they de- | to assume a healthy look. Dr. Hamilton
scended six miles from the starting-point. [ discovered tho locationof the ball yentcr-

of the property stolen from

rjrr

1 da.v.

and thinks it can be removed when

tho

“r

«
i,,d
that, distributediu the various States
near Glendale, Mo., has been recovered.It era 1 Mac) tag h was admitted to ihe sick-room
borderingon the lakes, there are 5,050 fisnerwas found in a cave some miles from tho scene for an interchange of congratulations.The
bade his wife good-by, went into the garret of men, 49 steam tugs, 1.C07 vesselsand boats, ef the rohbm.— The Chicago Tribune reports sea breeze grew so cool that the front windows
44,544 gill nets, 148 seines, and 273 pile-drivers
his house, put one foot in a bucket of water,
that the railroadmanagers“feel quite confi- were dosed and a 16g-firebuilt
engaged in fisheries,the value of the apparatus
cut himself in tho calf of the leg, aud sat there
dent
that all those who participatediu tho
and accessories used being (1,345,975. During
Long Branch. Sept. 12.
until he Lied to death.
robbeqr will be bagged this time, and that
1879, G8,742,0U0pounds of fish, valned at
The condition of tho President is much less
henceforth
tram-robberies
will be of much
(1 652,900, were taken. Of this quantity16,THE SOUTH.
ess frequent occurencein that unsavory favorable. During yesterday and tho day
798,540 pounds were salted, 2,821,650 pounds
A construction train of nine cars was frozen, 1,721,770 pounds smoked, and the rest locality. The best sign about the matter is, before
marked rise
tern,
hoy say, that the more respectablepeople in
wrecked at Castroville, Tex. One man was sold fresh. There were produced also (42,860
perature
and
pulse
and
increase
that sectionare petting aroused, and seem
worth of cavaiere, isinglassand oil
killed and fifteen men were wounded .....
determined to make an end to the depredation m respiration were ooserved, the pulse reachGuiteau called the attention of hie and til us!) tho depredators. They are also full ing at times ns higlf as 190, the temperature
Sydney Lanier, tho poet, died recently at Lynn,
Polk county, N. C., whither he had gone to reof praise about the work done by Gov. Crit- 100.6, and the respiration 20. tne latter
rds to tho fact that he was 40 years of age
ermt his health ... .Tho body of Henry Bmitb,
tenden since tho robbery occurred. The Gov- I'oing the m st* frequent that has been
th«i other day, aud intimatedhis readinessto
which was pieced in a cemetery at Baltimore
ernor Himself
himselfhas gone to the scene of the
tho !?lfH,terud for many 'voekf- The occurrence
n ceive presents. Ho is working up tho plea of
in 18)7, wai found so, thoroughly petrified as
tho |
robbery, and is spurring on the officersof the
fHC° °f th5
insanity.
to show uo aistis of decay.
hw
.n tim
Hw to
to do their
their whole
whole dntv
dntv, umi
and m
to see
thatt ,, tl1‘at tb® atmospheric temperature and
general
conditiom
have
been
as
iavornblo
as
The steamer Columbia foundered in a nouo ol Iho bsudils escape.”. .Three hundred
There was a great hanging bee at
could be desired has givou use once more to
gale which prevailed on Lake Michigan on the
Fort Smith, Ark., just on the borders of the
night of the 10th insL The diaaster occurred
Indian Territory, on the 9th inst. Five murTho
portion' of the town of
th-rt ,n ehoff Frankfort,Mich., about midnight Fifteen Beaver. U. T., except a co-operative
formed m, th® Iuu«fl-The ecrederers were oxocuted -tlireewhite men and two
;
lions
pass
away
involuntarily.
The bnlpersons were drowned, including iho Captain,
Indians. One of the white men was Pat Mcsecond mate aud first and socond engineers.
Gowan, who served in the Union army during
New OiiiEAifs telegrams, of the
™U"-d
S'H
Ch.™,
freely” .n"r U^TcUore,
Tho atcaiuor was bound from Chicago to Colthe war as a member of the Twelith Phiiois
lingwood, Canada, laden with grain. She represent tho labor troubles as assuming a healing. The weather at- Long Branch makes
cavalry.He murdered a man man named Latta,
heavy clothing necessaryto comfort Tho surshifted her cargo and sank within fifteen min
serious shape. James Wilson, the driver of a
who hail been a partner with him in working a
geons attribute the febrile rise each evenute* aft< r. The passengersand crew got away
leased farm. The otlnr white men hanged*
cotton-wagon,was stoned by a mob and rc- ing to a .. malarious affection.Col.
afrom the steamer in small boats, hut tho boat
with Inin were George W. Padgett, a cattlocontainingtho Captain aud engineers was cap- talliatcd by shooting John Linsky. At tho Rockwell admits that the Pies dent has
duver ot Texas, who killed a man iu a quarrel,
sized. Several other Vessels wore wre ked Natchez piers twenty men armed themselves for some days been troubled with
aud WiiliamT. Brown, a Missourian,who ihot
and went to work. Rioters hoarded the ship temporary bewilderment, at which times ho
in the same storm, /among them the David
a man named Tate, iu the Indian Territory.
Dows, the largest sailing vessel whichever nav- Callcgo aud fired at sciewmen iu tho hold. said nothing to his attendants. Dr. Agnow
Thu two Indians executed were young Creeks,
Acting Governor McEnery, at the request of the hopes the accumulation In the lungs mav tie
igated tho lakes. She was bound from Chicago
convicted(if having killed while men in the
Mayor, put the city under martial law. placing thrown off, but should on abscess be manliest
to Buffalo, with a cargo of 91,001) bu-hels of
Indian Terriiory.
Geu. Denham in command, and ordered ail it would be necessaryto cut for it.
corn, aud went ashore on what is kuown as
A railroad accident near Anchorage, Middle Ground, near Pelee island, in Lake military organizations to be ready for service.
Long Branch, Sept 18.
The British Consul demanded protectionfor
Ky., killed seven jimons and injured many Erie. It is feared that the entire crew are lost.
The conditionof the President during the
three vessels lying at the levee,and the Spanish
The farmers iu the vicinity of London, Consul sent to the Minuter at Washingtonan past twenty-fourhours has been much more
others, among them Alexander H. Alford, an
attorney of Louisville.
Ontario, are complaining of the drought, account of an outrage on a Spanish steamer.
favorablethan on tho two preceding days. At

him poor, dressed himself in his best clothes,
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.
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burned.
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disgusting in society
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couatantlv.
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A portion

Nothing is more

than to see a woman affect public devotion to their husbands which is only
public, and, perhaps, there is no phase
six personal friends of the President will of married life that is more closely
watched. People can not act well in
‘“f, W1', Tb6 vll-rorou8demand °‘ tee patient that a reclumig -chair public a part which they are not in the
Bhould bo forwarded from the White' House
habit of acting at home.— Boston Her*
caused an order to be telegraphed to that

AeBf-

^

___

in every respect. Dr. Bliss stated in a quite jnbiknt manner that the Presidentwould yet lie able
1° communicateto Congress. Tho services of
Mrs. Dr. Edsou have been dispensed with, and

Long Branch, Sept. 10.
cally. The subscriptionsin Detroit foot up
over (15,000; Bay Cilvhas rsisid 52.500 ; East
Yesterdaywas probably the most favorable
Saginaw, (8,0U0; Saginaw City, (1.500: Pon- day which tho President has passed since he
tiac. (1,500; Jackson, over fcfcl!LZj. Rome,
was snot. He ate a very good dinner, slept
(3.000: Adrian, (3,(M) ; GinrtB,.'
well, and
strength. Mrs.
(1,000. Other Michigan tOW:.
— gained
o—
uui.. Garfield
viamum and
aim
contributed in proportion,and Torthcr sub- 110 i,1‘^Blc,ansftel highly encouraged.Tho
bcriptious are coming
Javorablo symptoms must continue from two
Pnnv IT Tvn
to- four weeks, however, before tho patient
x ROi. ain g alia seven companions as- can be pronounced convalescent. Neither
cended from St. Paul in a balloon on tho 12th 8tiQ,ulantflnor euemata have been adinst.,intendingto make an air vovaee tn thn ' ,fuin!Btt‘red Blnco Thursdaymorning, aud the
,b
„ 8
t0 th0 I ^od given is eaten with a relish. Four
iw£
, ihe bRl,00n weigh'ed 01 th« incisions in tho parotid gland have
with oOU pounds of provisions and instruments 1 entirely healed, but the mucus matter
°- t0n"
bal,Hht- They crossed! gathers in the throat sufficiently to cause
tne MisfcBiBsippiat an altitude of 4,200 feet, : frequent expectoration.The wound inen joying a glorious sunset, and obtaining & Ihctcd by tho assassin will hardlv permit

C

who

was just too fresh for anything.
Son,” said the Spanish cock, solemnly
The gland and wound, he said, were both doing " I cannot tell a lie ; she did it with her
well
----- Tho
-----discharge
— —
from the gland was
„„0 quite little hatch it”— Burlington Hawksufficient,and from the wound was more free <7/e.

and that the

store.

14th,

m

_______
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NEW YORK.
............................
$7 25 (312 00
Hoo* ...............................
C G5 fa 8 75
Cotton ............................12,^w 12^
Kloch— Superfine.................5 15 fa 5 85
Whiut— No. 2 Spring....*. ........ 1 32 («. 1 34
No. 2 Red .................1 40 fa 1 42
Cohn— Ungraded ................... 64 fa (19
Oath— Mixed Western .............3s fa 41
Pork— Me*ui ........................
19 25 (i 19 50
Laud ..............................ll>*fa 12
JJiktfji

CHICAGO.
Beeves— Choice Gradid Meere ..... 6 00 fa C 50
Cows and Ueifera ........3 00 fa 4 25
Medium to Fair ..........5 25 fa 5 65
Hons ...............................
5 00
Flour -Fancy White Winter Ex.. 6 75
Good to CUoice Spring Ex. 5 50
Wheat- No. 2 Spring ..............1 'A)
No. 3 Spring .............. 1 15
Cohn— No. 2 ....................... 61
Oath- No. 2./. .................... 30
Rye— No. 2 ........................
1 03
Hahi.ky— No. 2 .................. 1 01
Mutter— Choice Creamery ........ 20

Look—
Pork—

Freeh .................

1

fa T 15
<<r 7 Ol)
fa fi 00
fa 1 24
fa 1 16
fa 62
38
fa 1 14
fa 1 02
fa 31

fa

..... 14 fa

10

.....................17 75 «rl8 00
Laiu> ............................. 21*fa 11*
Metis

MILWAUKEE.
Wheat— No.

.................... 1 20 fa 1
No. 2 .................... 1 24 fa 1
.. 59 fa
Corn— No. 2; ....................
Oath -No. 2 ..................... 35 fa
.. 1 1)3 fa 1
Dahlkt— No. 2 ..................
.. 79
,.17 75 fa 18
Pork— Mes* ......................
Lard ............................
.. 11
ST. LOUIS.
.. 1 42 fa 1
Wheat— No. S Red ...............
Cohn— Mixed .................... 61 fa
.. 40 fa
Oats- No. 2 ......................
Rye ............................ 1,02 fa 1
.19 >0 fa 19
Poi k— Mess ......................
Lard .............................
.. H'ifa
1

.

.

.

fa

Ufa

.

.

.

28
25
GO
36
04
80
00
11,'4

43

M
41

03
23
litf

CINCINNATI.
Wheat ..........................

1

37

fa 1 39
68

43
04

fa

44

fa- 1

05

.. 67 fa

Rye

.. 1
..........................

,

Poke— Mess ...................... ,.19 75 fa 20 00
Laud .............................
.. HKfa u*
.

TOLEDO.

No. 1 White .............. 1 37 fa 1 88
No. 2 Red ................ .. I 40 fa 1 41
.. 64 fa 05
Corn ..............................
^0axr>.*........
........

Wheat

,

......

...

DETROIT.

•

Flour—

Choice

........

.........

...

c

Wiieat-No.1White..............1
Cohn— Mixed.. ...... ....... ....
...

fa

«

25

'•'Q fa 1 31

W

fa

70

Oats— M.xed .....................* 43 fa 44
Mablet (per cental) ...... .........
o, 2 30
Poiik — Mtu .......................
19 6J @19 73

1

.

INDIANAPOLIS.
Wheat-No. 2

Red ........ ........ 1

37 fall*
63
66
fa

Cohn— No. 2 .................... ...
Oats. ..............................39

42

E\8T LIBERTY, PA.
CiTTLE-Boat ......

6 10 fa 6 50
5 oo fa 6 00
Common..*. ..............2 50 fa 4 75
Hoos .......................
- ...... 5 60 fa 7 10
Sueep .................. ...........3 00 fa 4 60
.....

Fair ..........

.........

Big Rapids District— J. A Sprague, P. R;
Big Rapid*,R S. McChesney ; Big Itapids circuit, W. J. Johnston ; Clare, J. N. Dayton ;
Crystal Valiev, to be supplied ; Dushvil’le,C.
W. Smith ; fcvart, C. G. Thomas ; Fremont
Center, J. C. Reach ; Paris and Grant, to be
supplied ; Hart, W. L. Tilden ; Hesperia, W.
W. Lamport ; Holton,to be supplied ; Howard
City, H. P. Blake ; laaboUa Indian mieaion, to
be supplied ; Leavitt, to be supplied ; Ludington, 0. B. Whitmore ; Manistee,G. L. Haight;
Mecosta, J. Hills ; Milbrook,to be supplied ;
Montague, J. Gulick ; Morlev.H. IL Hawley;
Mount Pleasant, J. H. Stark : Pent water, G.
Doualson ; Pierson, to be supplied ; Riverton,
H. Patton ; Riverton Indian mission, A Patton ; Reed Citv, J. W. Hallenbeck : Sears, supplied by C. Z. Alien ; Shelby, C. C. Dawkins ;
Whitehall, J. C. Floyd.
, Grand Traverse Dictrict— A J. Eldred,P.
R: Almira and Inland, Jf E. Wyant :< Bear
Lake, W. Heath; Boyne, B. 'H.^ Whitmore ;
Bliss, to be supplied ; Cadillac, E. H. Day ;
Cadillac circuit,R G. Stevens ; Charlevoix,G.
Daniels ; Elk Rapids.8. G. Blanchard ; Cross
Village, to be supplied ; Fife Lake. J. F. McKinley ; Frankfort, S. Steele ; Kalkaska, sapplied by R«v. Wyse ; Leroy, 0. J. Guidon ;
Traverse City circuit, D.
Gp*9 p Little
Traverse, R /F. Newell ; Mauton, G. Varion ;
Monroe Center. S. P. Hewitt ; Macedonia, mpplled by Rev. Savage ;' Nor thport,J. M. Arnway ; Northport Indian mission, same ; Norwood, A B. Keeler ; Petoskey,W. 8. Sly ; Petoskev circuit,A G. Wiggins ; South Arm. M.
W. Smith ; Spencer Creek, to be supplied ;
Siierraan, C. W. Jones ; Traverse City, J. W.
II. Carlisle ; Williamsburg,E. Marble ; Indian

]|olJat|4 <|i|j
HOLLANt) OITT. MICHIGAN.
MICHIGAN NEWS.

A TORNADO OF FUME.

ble information leads one to say that upward
of 300 peraona peri sited in the flamea. There
I'antcnlar* of the Terrible Ifllcblgati waa no escape for them. The woods and
Conflngratlone— Appalling Destruc- ground were ho dry that no warning of danger
was given. Faster than a race-homo came the
tion of Life and Property.
fire. It would embrace a house or a barn with
Detroit, Mich., 8cpt. 9.
ita coutonta and away to the next Persona
The scene of tho terrible tornado of flame in who have been through the terrible ordeal
tho lower Michigan peninsula may bo readily aay that In ten minutes from the time the
fire struck there would be no vestige of a house
placed in tho mind of tho casual reader by the

aid of tho following explanation : Tho southoru

left

square mile in all the burned region that did
not hold more or leas Are. Monday morning
opened with a cloudless sky, the mercury gradually rising to 100 and over. The wind was
south, running to southwest,and by noon increasing to a fifty-milegale. At noon in many
places lamps had to be lit, and a sickening
sense of fear and impending calamity overspread the whole populabon. About 4 o'clock
the wind assumed the violenceof a tornado.
The flames were of a ghastlybluish hue, giving
no light, but licking up Umber, houses, bams,
stacks, .animals and people with a resistless fury, and this at places were no
tire was 'known to bo for miles around in
tho morning. On Tuesday the extent of the
horror began * to be known— dead men, women
and children at what had been their doorsteps,
at their gates in tho fields, and on the highways,
some untouched by fire, others charred and
blackened. One poor woman, in the agony of
childbirth, waa half-burned. The living,,with
burned feet, ears or hands, and many women
and children entirely naked, were separated
from the rest of the family, blind, hopeless
and despairing.

A correspondentsaya : “I have lust returned
from a trip through the burned district and a
map, of a left-hand mitten, laid on its palm. description of the sights would make the readwoods north of Saginaw,
Tho space between the thumb and fingers is er’s blood turn cold. In* many instances
men, women and children wore found lying on
Martin K. Walker, living netp
represented by Saginaw bay. Huron county their faces iu the road, whore they had fallen
Ithaca, Gratiot county, blew out Ins
forms the ond of the thumb, and beneath it, when overtaken by the fire. Children were
brains with a gun beside a blazing heap
ou
the map, lie Tuscola and Samlao counties, lying on logs, where they had clambered for
of brush, and was partly cremated.
safety. There was no finding each other when
side by side, Sanilac to tho eastward. Bad Ax
once separated. Many took refuge in wells and
The picture-frame mill of J. G. Mcis in tho oenter of Huron county,and is tho root-houses,
thinking to escape, but in almost
Elwee, at Big Rapids, Mecosta county,
county seat, and Caro is in the center of Tus- every instance wore suffocated. Details of the
valued at 820,000, was swept away by
cola county,and is the county scat Each of disaster iu Huron are as bad as here. I belire, and hfty men thrown out of employtho three counties has about twenty-fourtown- i iieVo that when tho returns are in 1.000 perahips six miles square.
: sous
boiis will bo found to have
haveporiahed
in tho
-perished in
, .
The loss of life and propertyis immense. A j flames,
flames. Foreiter
Forester township
townshto wifi
will turn out Th
ThursDetooit, Sept 12.
A depraved negress at Saranac got
diipateh from Lexington lays that dead day to bury tho dead cattle,- aheep and horsea,
A
committee
from
Port
Huron, Mich.,
ou a spree, the other day, and, after
bodies are being brought in from all diroctious. tho stench from which is unbearable.The Rev.
Min'donand Sand Beach and ascertain
It is estimatedthat 500 people are homeless and
assaultinganother negress, she cut her
W. T. Allington found sixteen dead bodies near
iu immediatewant of assistance.Tho farm- Deckerville.Only five buildings were loft beprobable amount of wheat required Of
own throat, severing the roots of the
ers in newer townships lose live stock, honsos, tween that place and Mindeo. JohnFlytewasufferers
to do their winter seeding,
tongue.
barns, crops, everything. A farmer who just ger’s family, seven children and wife, wore
and
a
sufficiencywill be promptly furThe Mercy Hospital, at Big Rapids,
from Austin townsuip
township saveu
saved his
family | all banM;d togt.thcrin p^s township, with flfcamo in irom
ms lamuy
nished. In tho vicinity of Bad Ax gangs
of eight children in a field of buckwheat, but , teen others. The Day family were burned.
has fifty-three patients, and there has
of men have been assigned to the duty of
he says the whole country in that part Is total- Morris Clifford,wife and child. A man and
never been a time when there has been
burying cattle which perishedin the flames. It
ly destroyedand m^nf lives have been lost
woman are lying dead in tho road between appears that 200 perBons were gathered in the
so many of them by accidents in mills
* The
loss
of
live
stock
is
simply
Immense.
llio
or uvo block
simpiy immense. Donner.B miu ftnd Tyre. Fifteen families were Court House at Bad Ax, which was only saved
and the woods.
The older settled >wnshiDB escaped with but burned iu Mooro and Argyle. Five hundred from destruction by a long line of men passing
Mission circuit, J. P. Williams.
little loss, but in most of the newer townships
The Mnskegon basket and fruit-packfamilies are reported at Minden as having water from the pump in pails. The steamer
THE DEATH ROLL.
nothing remains but a fire-swept, blackened been burned ouL A woman and seven head
Saginaw has reached Sand Beach with 500
age manufpctory employs from seventyMemorial services for the members of
wilderness,
of cattle wore burned at Smith’s mill, half bushels
oats for the starving
five to one hundred hands. The com- the conference who have died during
A dispatch from Marietta, Sanilaccounty, a mile from Tyre. Wherevera house is left stock
Vernon
Ax.
pany Iihb manufactured six million the year were held.
says a terrible state of affairs exists at that people Hock to it like sheep to tho fold, in some Tho lateatreports from Rsnilac county give the
point The entire section of tho country lying places as many as six families being in a log known loss or life as 200 ; Huron county,128.
butter-dishes this year.
The following is the roll of the dead:
Mrs. Abbie Hathaway Pietzell.of Adrian, to the north and east of that place has been on shanty. They must have relief from the blow but a Urge part of Huron comity has not yet
The headquarters of the Bujjerintendfire, and the number of families rendered homedied OoL 2, 1880.
been ponotratodby the relief foroes, and it is
or groat suffering will be the result I saw many
ent of the State fisherieswill hereafter
Mrs. A. C. Reach, of Greenville,Jan. 10, less will reach the hundreds. Up to this time families to-day who had not one meal unce feared many more livea have been lost. Supseventeen
persons
are
known
to
have
met
their
be at Paris, Mescosta county. All the 1881, aged 57.
Monday, and who do not know when they will plies are now sent by rail to Minden, and by
boat to all regular ports on Lake Huron. The
Mrs. Alva Billings,of Albion, died Nov., 1880. death by fire. The horse of Ira Humphrey,tho got one. Their teams are all gone, and their
effectsof the hatchery at Pokagon have
Rev. M. L Smith, of Union City, died Oct. mail carrier between this place and Davies cows and other stock burned. Desolationstares Detroit and Port Huron oommittees have agents
been moved to Paris.
Corners, camo home badly burned, with a card
22,1880... ....... ...
them in the face. They talk about their misfort- on horseback exploring tbo burnt districts,
attached to tho saddle written by Humphre y,
Thr Delray glass-works,located at
and reporting localities where aid is most
Rev. Wm. B. Ball, of Grass Lake, died at
une, and many of them say, bad as it is, it might
stating his peril from lira A relief party
needed. In spite of the great quantities of prothe mouth of the river Rouge, near De- Parma, Jan. 7, 1881, aged 86.
boa great deal worse. They are glad to get away
Rev. D. C. Chambers, of Victor, Mason coun- found him on the road dead. He was entirely with their lives. Many of the men are Cana- visions and other help sent from all parts of the
troit, valued at 845,000, and employing
denuded of his clothes, either having been
State, aud tens of thpusands of dollars subdians, who have boon over but a short time
seventy men, were swept away by fire. ty, died March, 1881.
burned on his person,or torn off by himself in
scribed, tho sufferers in some parts of the burnt
Rev. Jas. Robinson, died at Billiards, Aug.
and have just beguu to get things iu comfortThey will be speedily rebuilt.
his desperation. In the township* of Argyle,
district are reportedstarving and In dire ex30, 1880, aged 54.
able shape. Many need medicine and medical
tremity.
Itev. H. C. Worthington,died at Decatur last Huron county, tho following were burned dead
Saranac Local declares that
attendance."
Paul Wetzel,wife and five children ; George
In Sanilac county, Cato, Vith a population
Jnlv,
aged
66.
The
following
appeal
has
been
Issued
by
the
Keene, Ionia county, can boast of one
), suffered a clean sweep of every buildRev. W. H. Perrine, died at Albion, Jan. 2, Krotch, wife and three children ; Mrs. Morris committee of citizens of Port Huron, headed
young lady that is no milk-and-water 1881, aged 64.
Welch and two children ; James Gilson, and
ing. William Colo was burned. In Tyre, which
by Senator Conger, Mayor Carleton and others:
article. She is the daughter of A.
had a populationof fifty, one dwellingalone is
Rev. Dr. Erastns Haven, Bishop of the con- two women, recently from Canada, names un- To the People of the United States:
known.
left Deckerville,with a population of 150,
Bowen. Her father offered her $10 if ference, died at Oregon in August last
The Rev. Z. Gronell, Jr., pastor of tho First j A most appalling disaster has fallen upon a lost two mills, six stores and dwellings. At
she would climb to the top of the steeple
Baptist Church, of this city, arrived from Hand ' Urge portion of the counties of Huron and
Anderson, with a population of 100, a clean
The Blue Laws on Smoking.
of the Keene church and stand on the
Reach at noon to-day by the Narrow-Gauge and : BaulUc, with some adjacentterritory,a
a section
so*1'
sweep of all the buildings was made. At
and
top of the same and ’rah for Bob IngerGrand
Trunk,
passing
through
most
of
the
of
country
recently
covered
with
forest,
In the old time there were some very
Cumner, which had a populationof fifty, only
occupied
by
nearly
50,000
people,
largely
Sanilac county.
countv. He gave a now
U
soll. She accomplished the feat and re- stringent laws in Massachusetts against burned region in Banil&c
one dwelling is left A clean sweep was
recentlysettlea, and either poor or in very
made of Richmondville,with a populationof
ceived the $10.
the use of tobacco in public, anil, while reporter a graphic and fearful dencription of
the calamityas he saw it, and heard of it from moderate circumstances. In the whole of this
the penalties were not so heavy, yet eye-witnesses.On his way to Port Huron by sectionthere has been but little rain during 100, and seven lives were lost The
The Michigan Conference of the they were apparently rigidly enforced
following is a summary of the losses by townthe Narrow-Gaugo railroad it was noticed tnat, tho past two months, and everythingwas dry,
Methodist Episcopal Church, at its late for a time. We quote from a law passed in some places, the railroad track had when on Monday, Sept. 5, a hurricane swept ships : Washington, 30 homos ; Watertown, 40
homos, 5 lives ; Elmer, 80 homes ; Moore, 40
over it, carrviug with it a sheet of flame that
session in Jackson, made the following iu October, 1632, as follows : “It is or- proved an effectualbarrier to the flames,
homes, 14 lives ; Argyle, 40 homos, 18 lives ;
hardly
anything
could
withstand.
We
have
dered, no person shall take any tobacco which did not find fuel in tho gravel of the advices of 200 persons burned to death, Austin, 60 homes, *9 lives; Manon, 25
appointments for the ensuing year :
road-bed. In other place*, however, it burned
publiquely,under paine of punishment ; the ties and twisted and destroyed the rails, many of them by the roadsideor in the field* homes, 26 lives ; Delaware, 40 homes,
Albion Diutrict-H.Hall, P. E. ; Albion, L.
lives ; Minden, 30 homes ; Bridgewhich had to be replaced. In other places it while seeking places of safety, and it is ii&mton.40 homes, Lamotte, Evergreen
Masters ; Battle Creek, D. F. Barnes ; Bcllevne, also that every ont> shall pay one penny
probable
that
twice
this
number
have
perish
td.
for every time he is convicted of taking bad leaped clear over the road, and taken a new
P. J. Maveety : Concord, William M. Coplin ;
We have reports from twenty or more and Green have sufferedundoubtedly in lives
Cooper street,JacKson;J. Berry ; Hanover and tobacco in any place, and that any Assist- start ou the other side. For the most part, it
townships,
iu which scarcelya house, barn and property in tho same nroporton, but no
Moscow, W. 8. Hnnsoerger ; J. Graham ; Le- ant shall have power to receave evi- got across in some way, aud the spots of unparticulars are at hand, JFlynn, 80 homes;
burnt country were small, few, and far between. or supplies of any kind are loft, and Speaker,25 homes ; Maple Valley, 20 homes ;
roy, B. 8. Pratt ; Litchfield,U. Mason ; Liberty,
dence and give order for levyeiugofit.as From tho car-windows, all the way, it pre- thousands of people are destitute and helpJ. J. Hartley; Mosberville, E. D. Young ; MarSanilac, 10 homes. Lexington,20 homes ; Elk,
also to give order for the levyeing of sented to the view tho aspect of a burned less. All of these people require immediate
shall, Q. W. Sherman ; Marengo, J. M. Whit25 homes.
assistance,
and
most
of
them
must
depend
on
ney ; Nashville,A. D. Morton; Olivet, H. D. the officer’s charge. This order to be- desert of ashes and smolderingembers,without
In Huron county, in tho village of Bad Ax,
charity
for
months
to
come.
We
are
doing
Jordon ; Penfield.J. H. Tanner ; Parma, J.
gin the 10th of November next.” In Sept- a sign of animal or vegetable life, a country
the population of which waa about 800, the
all
in
our
power
to
succor
them,
but
the
abandoned by God and man. and to wluoh it
Webster ; South Albion,to be supplied ; Spring- ember 1634, wediscoveranotherlawonthe
court-houseand one store only were saved. In
was impossible to imagine any one returning. necessitiesof the case are so great that confield, N. Fassett ; Tekonsha, N. L. Brockway ;
same
«rticle:“Victualers, or keepers of The telegraph polos had all burned, and the tributionsfrom charitablepeople through- Verona, with a populationof 100, a church and
Tompkins, E. D. Bacon ; Partello, J. R. Caldell ;
hotel were saved. A clean sweep was made of
an ordinary, shall not suffer any tobacco wires had been reset upon any stick that could out tho country will be required to keep
East Main street, Jackson, Wm. Riley.
Huron*City, population 200. The same fate
them
throughout
tho
winter.
We,
therefore,
to be taken in their houses, under the be found, and, for long distances, were merely
Cold water District— J. J. Buell, P. E.; Alien,
appeal to you to send money, clothing, bed- befell Umbly, population 150 ; and Parisville,
W. Barrett; Bronson, Wm. M. Paddock; Butler, penalty of 6 shillings for every offence, laid along tho ties beside the rails.
population 100. At Port Hope, three mills,
One of tho most singular and appalling phe- ding, provisions, or any other supplies that
C. H. Fisher;Burlington. O. 8. Paddock; Cold- to be payde by the victualer, and 12
will help maintain the sufferers, and enable a salt block and lumber, ana six dwellings
nomena
accompanying
the
calamity
was
the
water, A. P. Moors; Cambria, D. C. Woodard;
pence by the party that takes it. Fur- awesome darkness which preceded it and re- them to provide shelterfor themselves, and were burned. The townships of Bingham,
Centreville, E. L. Kellogg; Constantine,W.
begin work again on their farms. Contribu- Paris, Bloomfield and Rubicon are nearly a
Prouty; Girard, E. A. Whitewam; Hillsdale, A. ther, it is ordered that noe person shall mained until all was over. The ex;>encuco of
clean sweep. There are eighty-five dead In
F. Morrison; Jonesville, F. A. Vanderwalker; take tobacco publiquely, under the Sand Beach will illustrate that of the whole tions may bo sent to the Mayor, R 0. Carleton, these townships, aud many missing— with no
Chairman of the Relief Committee appointedby
lake
shore.
At
sunnse
Monday
the
air was as
Kinderhook, to be suppbed; North Adams, M.
penalty of
shillings 6 pence nor
tho citizensof Port Huron, who have soiit hopes. Reports hourly increase the number,
clear as usual. At 1 p. m. the people began to
D. Carrell; Osseo, 8. C. Strickland; Quincy, N.
and every township has suffered nearly as
privately, in his owne howse, or in the
observe a singular copper-coloredappearance agents through the burned districtto ascertain
Bray; Ransom, to be supplied; Reading, G. 8.
howse
of another, before strangers, and of the whole firmament. A little later this the wants of the sufferers and distribute sup- much. B. B. Noble, banker, of Lexington,
Barnes, Sturgis. E. Cooley! Sherwood,J. W.
who has a good knowledgeof the country
that two or more shall not take it to- deepened to a rod, and by 2 o’clock it plies.
Buell; White Pigeon,J. Olublno;Gilead, D. O.
burned, estimatesthe loss of property in Huron
Detboit,
Sept
10.
geather,anywhere, under the aforesaid was so dark that people were compelled to take
Ball; Colon and Leonidas,J. B. Tallmau.
and Sanilac counties at 18,000,000. The inlanterns
to find tneir wav out of doors. Mr.
The
forest
fires
in
tho
lower
penin*ulaof
this
suranceamong tho fanners was mostly in a
Kalamazoo District— W, J. Aldrich, P. E ; penal tyforevery offence.” In November, Jenks, a well-known citizen,said that tie passed
1637, the record runs
“All former his hand bock and forth before his face and State have been quite generrily quenched by rain mutual company, whose members *ae the prinAugusta, J. J. McAllister; Allegan, B. 8.
laws against tobacco ore repealed, and could not see. The fearful darknesscontinued after ravagingthirty-sixtownships,andjhe ex- cipal sufferers,and, of course, unable to pay
Mills ; Bloomingdale, supplied by D. W.
Fow; Cooper, E. A. Tanner; Climax, L. tobacco is set at liberty ; ” but iu Septem- all tho afternoon, with an occasionalrift, tent of tho awful calamity is beginning to reveal assessments.
M. Edwards; Douglas, O. E. Wightman ; ber, 1638, “the [General]Court, finding through which tho ravs of tho huh darted fur- itself. The devastation is even more wide- Relief has commenoed to flow In from various
(juarters,aud subscriptions
are being taken up
Galesburg, A. J. Russell ; Irvington, J.
tively with unnatural brightness,to be sucspread than had been feared by tho most do* iu all the commercial cities. In answer
that, since the repealing of the former
Greenstead: Johnstownand Baltimore,8. D.
ceeded immediately by still more blinding spondent.It seems, from present reports,
to a request for tents, the Secretary of
McKee ; Kalamazoo, J. Taylor ; Kendalls, to be laws against tobacco, the same is more blackness.
that about thirtv-onetownships in Tuscola, War urges the constructionof temporary buildabused then before, it hath therefore
supplied : Martin, Otis Gibson ; Mention, A. M.
MKny thought tho end of the world was at Sanilac and Huron counties have been
Fitch; Monterey, to be supplied;Oshtemo, F.
ordered,that no man shall take any to- hafxfi and were filled with terror. The horrors swept over by the flame*. In this ings, and Gov. Jerome has telegraphedhim to
order one thonsand army blankcto. Secretary
N. James ; Otsego,F. L. McCoy ; Parkville, L.
bacco in the fields, except in his journey, of tho imaginationwere soou intensifiedby the districtare about fourteen villages utterly de- Windom haa instructedthe Collectorof CusW, Calkins ; Plamville, H P. Henderson ; Praiapproach of the flames, the stories of tho unior at meal times, under paine of 12
stroyed, and the surrounding country shorn so toms at Port Huron to pasa free of doty all
rieville,H. 0. Lawrence; Richland, John
versal desolation to tho west of them, the
close by the fire as to leave tho ground cleared contributions from Canada. The residents of
Bready ; Schoolcraft, W. R. Stinchcomb ; 8her- pence for every offence ; nor shall take dread that thmr were fated to a frightful death,
like a newly-sown field. No estimate of leases
mantown, supplied by J. R. Be wen ; South
aud then by the arrivalof the charred, or deaths can be made with any degree of ac- the burned distrkt were mainly insuredin the
Haven, A. K Ketcham ; Three Rivers. D. Engle ;
blackened
shapeless remains of curacy, bnt news from trustworthy sources farmers’ Mutual Company, of Huron, SanUso
and Tuscola counties, and probably not over 20
Vicksburg,M. M. Steele Waukeshaw, A. N.
the poor victims. Tins awful condition
leads to the belief that the eetiniAto on 200 per cent will ba realised.
Kldred.
continued all along the shore until Wednesday
NUes District-A.R. Boggs, P. E. ; Bangor, upon paine of 10 ahiliinga for every morning at 3 o’clock,when the wind, which had lives lost is very low, and that 800 ia nearHow to Tell a Good Potato.
W. P. French ; Benton Harbor, 8. J. McElwee; offence ; nor shall take any tobacco in been blowing steadily from tbo west, turned er the reality. The awful details are beBemen Springs, J. Wilson : Breedsville, to be any inne or common victualinghouse, suddenly from the north, carrying the cool, ginning to come to hand. They are of a
Here
ia a good place to impart what
supplied ; Bridgeville and Stevensville,D. Tas- except in a private roome there, so as
XDoip* .the lake to tho fevered heads and character to make strong men shudder. Com- ia a secret to the vast majority of people,
munication
with
the
burnt
district
has
been
ker*; Buchanan, W. J. Cogshall : Cassopolis, N.
neither the master of the same house •ul bDll cos*ki- begrimed faces of the people. again opened and assistanceis being rapidly and it is one well worth knowing. It ia
Saunders ; Calomer and Watervliet, H. H. Par'
tho breath of God, aud was acnor any other guests there shall take
furnished. Many persons are still missing in simply how to tell a good potato ; that
ker; Dayton, B. W. Smith; Decatur, J.
cepted as uiankfully.
‘ White ; Dowagiac, W. H. Thomas ; Edwards- offence thereat, which if they do, then
Tho scenes of horror in tho woods were too the burned districts,and the exact loss cannot is, as well as can be done without cookbury, J. Hovt ; Keeler and Silver Creek, G.
such person is forth with to forbare, upon frightful for any pen to portray. The dead be known for somo dayi. Among reports of ing it, for sometimea even experts are
Buell; Lagrange, L. L. Mathews; Lawrence paine ot 12 shillings 6 pence for were found everywhere,very rarelv recogniza- burials are the following
29 deceived. Take a sound potato, and,
and Hartford, L. W. Earl: Lawton, T. T. every offence. Noe man shall kindle ble, and in most cases undistinguishable as hu- Pari* townahlp ..................................
Auttin ......................
16 paying no attention to its outward apGeorge : Marcellas.G. 0. Elliot ; Mattawan,
man beings. Many were mere masses of burnt Minden ..........................................
3
pearance, divide it into two pieces with
supplied by W. L. Jackways ; New Buffalo and fyre by gunpowder, for takeing tobacco, flesh, which fell apart when touched,and in Bingham. ........................................
9
Three Oaks, O. D. Watkins; NUes, A. M. except in his journey, upon paine of very fow could sex or age bo distinguished. Delaware .........................................
your knife and examine the exposed
8
Gould ; Pokagon, G. W. Goslin ; Paw Paw, G.
From one body tho head fell when it was lifted Argyle ...........................................
12 pence for every offence.”
1
surfaces. If there is so much water or
L Colo ; Pipestone, J. W. Steffo ; St. Joseph,
up; from another, that of a young woman,
It is said that twenty-seven dead have been
M. M. Caben ; Vandaha and Williams vUle, supthe leg separated and hung suspended by found in the country between Bad Ax and Port “juice” that seemingly a slight pressCause for Gratitude.
ure would cause it to fall off in drops,
the tendons. In some places families were
plied by J. B. Skinner.
Hope. A dispatch from Lndington estimates
Uncle Mose met Aunt Sally on Aus- found reduced to an undistinguishable heap of that the probable loss of life is from 300 to you may be sure it will be “soggy ” afGrand Rapids District— H. M. Joy, P. E.;
nPul
'here
Ada, L Thomas ; Ashland, P. Shier ; Berlin, D. tin avenue. As she wore a down-in-the- roasted and blsckened blocks of flesh,w
400 in Sanilac county alone. The towns of ter it is boiled. These are the requisite
M. Ward ; Byron Center, C. H. Howe ; Caledo- mouth expression, CJncle Moses asked they fell together, overwhelmed by the rushing Watertown, Flynn, Elmer, Moore, Argyle, Ever- qualities for a good potato which must
flames. The manifold horrorsof the calamity green, Greenleafand Eaton have suffered fearnia, T. J. Spencer ; Cannonsburg, J. M. Aiken ;
her:
appear when one is cut in two : For
vrtjromultipliedby fearfultornadoes,which ful loss in lives, and the destruction of properCasnovia,A J. Wheeler ; Cedar Springs, G. W.
“ What ails yer, Aunt Sallv? Is yer cut off retreat In every direction.The awful
color, a yellowish white ; if it is a deep
Tuthill ; Cooiiersville, J. Archer ; Division
ty in these townshipsis immense. Everything
worryin’ bekase Marse Roberta am fieat of the atmosphere raised the smoke a is gone, and tbo people are congregated at yellow the potato will not cook well ;
street,Grand Rapids, J. Crook ; East street, 11
’posed to de union ob church and state, little from the ground, and it hung alcove the these places.
there must be a considerableamount of
0. Crawford ; Grand Haven, R V. Armstrong ;
Grandville, D. C. Riehl : Grattan, to be supand ter PresidentGarfield gettin’well?”' earth in an impenetrablemass, shutting out all
In some localitieswhole familieshave per- moisture, though not too much ; rub
light, and leaving UA poor creaturesbelow
plied ; Hastings,A A Knowlton ; Holland, M.
ished in tho flames, and on the eastern and the two pieces together and a white
“Tain’t dat ar.”
helpless and blind, until the fire caught them
D. TerwiUiger ; Irving, J. Klose ; Lament, 8.
north border of the oountv their conditionis froth will appear around the edges and
“ What am de tnible. den ?”
and
closed
their
agonv
in
death.
Now
and
Kitzmiller ; Middleville, A Hunsberger ; Muspitifnl in the extreme. The facte are more
then
flames
shot
up
m
tremendous
masses,
“ De tnible am, Uncle Mose, wid my
upon the two surfaces ; this signifies
kegon. J. W. Miller; Nowago, J. Horner;
horrible than heretofore reported, and many
ole man. He am gettin’ more crosser which would be seized by a tornado and carried
starch,
the
Plainfield avenue, Grand Rapids, J. P. Force ;
have suspended business to attend to the un- the presence
Ravenna, J. M. Robinson ; Rockford,
Gileberv day. I has done my lebel bes’, bodily a quarter of a mile away, and then fortunates.On the other side of Cass more starch, and consequentlyfroth,
pushed down again to start the flames in a new
lette ; Second street,Grand Rapids, C. S. Fox ;
bnt he am gettin’ wnsser and wusser quarter. In this way helplessfugitives flying river, the condition is deplorable,and the the better the potato, while the less
South Division street,Grand Rapids, L. Dodds ;
ebery day. Dor’s no chance for him to for life were penned in by seas of flame, sufferers are without homes, food or clothing. there is the poorer it will cook. The
Sparta, J. R White ; Spring Lake, J. Roberts ;
and roasted like rats in a cage. One farmer, Immediaterelief is contributed liberally,bnt strength of the starchy element can be
Ventura, A W. Bnsheo ; WayMd, W. J. Swift. ’prove enyhow.”
tho outlook for the inture is dark indeed.
“ I knows yer ole man berry well, and a few miles from Sand Beach, who was plowIonia District— 0. L. Barnhardt,P. E.; BowMen who have grown old clearingland, and tested by releasingthe bold nptm one
ing
with
oxen,
on
noticing
the
approaching
en, D. R. Latham; Coral, D. 8. Haviland ; Car- I say yer has cause to be thankful.”
piece of the potato, and, if it clings to
darkness, and thinking he had plenty of were enjoyingthe fruits of their labor in comson, W. H. H. Ware; Danby, G. L. Mount; Elm
“ How so, Uncle Mose ?”
fortable homes, have lost everythingand been the other, this in itself is a very good
time,
waited
to
turn
his
cattle
and
horses
loose.
Hall, C. L. Van Antwerp; Edmore, A T. Gray;
made paupers.
11 Bekase he can’t get no wusser den
sign. These are the experiments generHe then hurried to the house, and, findinghis
Greenville, A A Brown; Greenville circuit, to
Tho temtoiy burned over is peopled by at
be supplied; Hubbardstown,M. M. Colby: he am already. He am de meanest nig- wife gone to a neighbor,took two children him- least 50,000 inhabitants, one-half of whom have ally made by experts, and they are orself, and gave three others in charge of hi* oldIonia, W. Gardner ; Lowell, W. S. Valentine ;
dinarily willing to buy on the strength
ger in Austin.”
settled here within ten years. The conditions
est daughter. Before they got many rods from
Lake View, G. Mooney; Lyons and Muir, D. W.
And then Aunt Sally, whacked old the
of their turning oat well, though as
which
made
the
fire
so
destructive
were
these:
house the flames had got before them. He
Parsons; Orleans, J. Marzolf; Orange, H.
Mose over the head with her umbrella. hurriedoff in another directionwith his two Fully two-thirds of the timber over the entire stated above these tests are by. to means
Thomas; Pewamo, L. P. Ferguson; Pale, Wm.
youngest,but the girl pushed on over the burn- horned tract was destroyedby the great fire of infallible. The anti-Chinese '^tanent of
'
Rork; Portland, L. Tarr; Stanton, J. R. Wnght- —Texas Siftings.
ing grass with the other three. He escaped. 1871, and was piled up in miles of windfalls, society will not like the informationthat
man; Sheridan,Wm. Judd; Saranac, F. J. Bell:
According to Bottger, copper and The bodies of the other four were afterward or, if standing, was mere kindling-wood. The a very large percentage of the pofiatoes
Vergeunes, 8. C. Woodward;Woodlawn, J. F.
settlers preferred burned lands as being easily
found in a heap, charred beyond recognition.
brass can be easily coated with zinc by
Orwick.
consumed in thia market are raised by
John Ballentine, of Verona Mills, says that cleared, and hundreds of new homes were surLftTi^mg District — T. H. Jacokes, P, R; Alimmersing them in a boiling bath of sal fifty-threelives were known to be lost in the rounded
great tracts
fallen Chinamen, but such is the case. The
ma, 0. L. Perry ; Breckenridge,W. R. McErammoniac containing zinc foil or i»ow- neighborhood of Bind Beach. The fire sud- timber. The roads were lined on either “River Reds,” our cheapest potato,
win ; Bath, L. M. Qarlick ; Chester, G. A Odside by it, and many who perished which is grown along the banks of the
ium ; Charlotte, G. D. Lee ; Central Church, der. Tho deposit of zinc mode in this denly reached Verona Mills on Monday, and
were caught on these roiuil and hemmed
the
town
was
soon
wiped
oat
The
wind
was
way
is
brilliant,
and
adheres
firmly
to
Sacramento river, are raised almost exLansing, G. 8. Hickey; De Witt, C. B. Shear ;
so strong that BaUentme and wife were picked In by labyrinths of this burning hemlock,
Duplain, M. W. Knapp ; Eaton Rapids, J. Ham- the copper and brass.
up and blown fifteen or twenty yards. A black ash and pine. There had t**o no sains clusively by the heathen, who ship them
ilton ; Fowler, V. P. Welch ; First Church,
to the commission merchants,from
After all the talk of scholars, there woman and her husband were found lying over this region since spring to wet down any
Lansing, 11 H. Bready ; Grand Ledge, M. F.
depth. Even swampe which were usually cov- whose stores they go to hotels,boardingW. Smith ; Ithica, J. H. Hathaway ; Leslie, L. are but two sorts of Government— one against a tree, dead, the woman being partly
Delamater ; Maple Rapids, J. B. Knott, Mason, where men show their teeth at each deliveredof a child. The devasUtion ered with one or two feet of water had become houses and private families all over the
bad been no
d
good seasons make th«
caused by the fires of 1871 is nothing dry aa tinder. For weeks there had
W. Douat; Ond, J. Boynton; Ogemoa, W.
other, and one where men show their in comparison to the fires the past
Taylor ; Pottcrvillo,B. R Paddock ; St. John’s,
tongues and lick the f At of the strong- few days. In the vicinity of ‘Jichmondvilla
G. 0. Draper ; BL Louis, C. A Jacokea ; Victor,
Western, Forester and Maroer Ownshipsreliar On the day of the great fire there waa not a point— oan francisco Qaa.
•sfc.
E. Hollister ; Vermontville,
C. C. Olds. .
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COLORED DRESS SILKS. FiELXios

Will make, for the next

tee northebn suffebebs.
The cry of

distress

MEHDELSSOHH PIAHO

In addition to our great sale of Black Silks and Black Caahmeres, we
of Dress Silks in the newest Fall Shades, at fully 20
many cities and towns measures have been per cent, less than their real value.
and are being taken to relieve the poor
One lot 19 inches wide, excellent quality,

happy to

immediately.

sufferers

notice Uiat in

offer a splendid line

the call

^

of the Mayor, to take measures to send re*

city. Although the meeting

lief from this

_

In this city a meet*

Monday night, at

ing was held on

was but poorly attended, considerable bus

^

was done. A committee of three
was appointedfor each ward to receive

One

lot 21 inches wide, extra

donations, and on the spot three hundred

was subscribed, besides an effort
was made to make some moneys, which
are left from the old relief committes,

dollars

measures.

to tnko further

enabled

to be

to

We

$1.50.

These prices will only hold good a short time, as we can not duplicate

hope

F.

chroniclea good work

had sj much help in Ihe

COR.

past, that an ad-

make

ditionalspur of gratitudeought to

WURZBURG.
OANTAL
BRONSON

W.

easy to show a commensurate spirit of
benevolence.

STS.

Sc

Grand Rapids. Mich.

it

Hammers.

Open every evening with 4 Electric Lights, mnklng our store In the evening as light as day. Ex
elusive Agency of the celebrated perfect flMlng Domestic Papef Fashions.
Aty person ‘buying material lora dress for $8 or upward,will receive a patternfree of charge.

tw* f

every Improvement w hich can in any way tend to the perfection of the Instrument

^NewV
°”

at

ork,°with
Drioe ,or fine

-
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_

$245
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CentennialExhibition, and were unanimously recommended for the Highest

Stylo Jobt'ee Organ lit Japanese Case, called
OKI
L, Style 99, la the handsomest,tastiest
and sweetest toned Parlor Organ ever offeredthe musical
7/ j — , - -rr -t-vt— -r - -.tt - - - 7 T- labile. It containsFIVE OCT YES. FIVE sets of
Heeds,
Snb-hi
Heeds, via.:
viz.: M>
.NJ. India,
hjdla, Celeste,
Celeste, Diapson.
IManson.Snb-hnss
and Celestina.Also Fifteen Beautiful Stop* nt folowh.vIe,! Melodia,Celeste, (a charming stop.) Dlnpson, Sttb-bass.
Forte
Celeste-forte,Expression.I reble-Couple.Ceiestlna. Has* Coupler. Grand Organ, (which throws on the
i"l. r',Vl,>01'i‘;,r
"/
Knee Stop and swell, Lett KnteBiop and Swell. Height, 70 in.;
Length. 47 in.; Width, 24 In.; Vt iilght. boxed, 450 !hs. The case ia of solid wa.mit, veneered wltlt
choice wikhIs.and Is of an entirely new and beantlful design, elal.orately cnrv.d. with panels, music
1!!1tp ’,,n,l^s-fretwork, Ac., a I elcgantlv finished. Possessesnil the latest and best Improve
meiits with great power, depth, brll aney and sympathetic quality of tone. Beautiful solo effects and
perfect 'top act on. Hegtt ar retail price $275 Our xrhdfmle net eneh pries to have It introduced,
with stool and btxik, only $h7— as one organ sold sells others. Pni{tlv«1v
i
Price. No payment required until you have fully tested the organ
Organs on 15 (fops to*t trial and pay freightboth ways If Instrumentis not as represented.Positively
our Organs contain no •• Bogus sots of Reeds, or *• Dummy ” stops, an do many others. We make no
mlsrcpresentatirns, and guarantee honest end fair dealing,or no sale. Fullv warranted for 5 vears
Other styles $85. $50. $£7. $85, $70. $75. $f5. etc. Over 34.000 .old and ovlrv CVro-L
given the folleat aatiafaetion. Organ Catalogue milfedHTe.1"’
017 °rKnn haB

Jill
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the
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Fnotery and Wareroom., 57th St and 10 Ave.
MKn?.rr-,,r ’V SC‘ Ca,alo§u® °r rt'O00 choice pieces sent for 8c. stamp. This

SHFFT

SKLnHh'/K'S™, ad“ "Addi.!1" 'w,, ,r
MENDELSSOHN PIANO CO., P. O. Box

A CRY FOR HELP.
Detroit, Sept.

STEKETEE'S
13ih, 1881.

Your suffering brethren of the
lated regions ol the Slate

wheat.

In fact

has been added.

THE FABMEar OF HI0HI3AN,

TO

$‘445.

I 0 Magnlflcant rosewood cane elegantly UnUhed, 8 string*,? M Octatea,full patent
p I I LL 0 I "4 camante agraffe*,our new patent overetrung scale, beautifulcarved legs and Ivr*
heavy serpentine and large fancy moulding maud cane, full Iron frame, French Grand Action, Grand

1

at these figures.

our next issue. Holland

for this city in

Organs.

the
history ofTlMO
of Plano
li.o Hitoj
rairDps'St^ire
»r make the finest Upright Pianos, of the richest tone and greatest durability. They aie recommeuded by the highest musical authoritiesin the country. Over 1,000 In use. and not one dliaat.

was to be held, to review the work done,
and

CTYIP Q

..

heavy,

Worth

$1.25 Fully

On

Friday night, Sept. 16th, another meetini!

ctrid

• Mt
hi..-..r_______ I# ____ J
Th’.s Plano will be sent on test trial. Plea* a send reference tf you do not send money with order
Cash seat wlih order will be refunded and f re I gift charges paid by us both way* If Piano Is not Inst as
represented In this Advertisement. Thousands in use. Send for Catalogue.Every instrument fully

$1.00 per Yard, Worth $1.25

ineas

available for this benevolent purpose.

days only, a Grand Offer of

$850 Square Grand Piano for only

has spread o?er this

land from the northeastern counties of this
State, and we are

llo

CO.,

2058,

New York

City.

21-8mo

deso-

fire

must have seed

an hour

Don’t delay

or 'h6 d,j' *"d t,erj varlo,y o'

in sending

Neuralgia Drops,

it. The Relief Committee of Detroit appeal to the Farmers of our Slate to bring,

without delay, to their nearest railroad
wheat

station, their contributions of seed

Sufferers.A very

for the Fire

large

The only medicines used without turning the
stomach wrong side out. I warrant the cure of

quan-

now

tity will he required to seed the farms

lying desolate, and insure their owners

coming year. Don’t wail

food for the

your neighbors, but

loj

one bring

let each

I,

NEURALGIA,

is

Grain Drills

offerings !n bags to the railroad station,

and ship

it

in by

Committee. Detroit, w ho will

ute

it

among

Re

train to the Fire

first

lief

distrib-

providing It is used according to direction.

railroad^ lending to Detroit, M. C., D., L.
the only sure cure for the destruction of the
and it also lakes ihe Stomach and Tape
Canada Southern, and D., G. II. & M. Worm. No physic Is necessary.Price, only
ct-nts per bottle. For sale by all Durgglsts.Behave agreed to carry all contributions tree ware of counterfeits.

& N., Grand Trunk, Like Shore, Wabash,

of charge. Let every person into whose

FOR SALE BY

hands this circular may fall Constitute
himself a committee of one 10 push this
noble charity to prompt completion. The
committee also request contributions

<

f

us the seed wheat. Time

is pie-

A.LXj

89 Monroe

St.,

_

lands

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

about

GRAY’S SPECIFIC MEDICINE
TRADE MARK The Great Kn-TRADE M£RK.

How

glish Remedy,
an unfailingcure
for seminal weik
ness. S p e r m a-

Sub- Committee.

special itaticcs.
____
WORE

FOR HALE.

w

baa been used

32

-4

To

--

Diseases that follow as .sequence,
of Self Abuse; as

1

ah >ut 25 per cent.

Whom

Zeeland, Mich.
it

May

Concern.

>;vo4 ,

popular wagon

_

thorough

In

Offers his superiormade wagons just as cheap
as anybody sells them in Zeeland, and claims that
they are a

way

Better wagon in every

No. lOfi Main Street,Rnflalo,N. Y.
Hollandby Haber Walsh. 52-ly

Gall

ita

27-tf

FORFEIT!! QTARTLINC
Wk
DISCOVERY!

O

Immlx Cancer Cure Depot, Coatl-

LOST MANHOOD RESTORED.

The only permanent Core In the world. For particular enclose two 3 cent stamps to
S. C. SMITH, Coatlcook, P. Q., Canada.

Cores Swift and Certain.

-Xrf
year, with

(Any paper can publish this for $8 per
note and paper sent regularly.) 1-ly

this

_

______

^

BEEVE8-

“*

Mr

10,000 it sHiLs ircxma, 0f which i
yflNTtn
**
VTAnlcUm.

make Buckeye Pile Ointment, Warrcntcd ta
car* hJat. ACdr.M w ith iiimp, Dr. J. N. Tablar, SL Lo*K Ma.

Closing

Out

At Cost for the next 30 days

all

Plows, Spring Harrows,

1,

kinds of

MARK

C.

i/

H

BATH PLATFORM SPRING WAGON

WORKS.

D.

BERT8CH.

Look out for a new stock of the most
beautiful fancy ribbons ever brought to
town, in the store of
D.

J.

BRRT8CH.

at the novelty store of

E. 8.

WANTED— A
for a family of

tion inquiie

DANGREMOND.

small house, or rooms,

two.

at
-

-

For further informa-

THIS OFFICE.

in business with

my

father,

call

Sued

on me at

the

Sold by all Druggists.

digestive organs,

Insanity and

an

early
grave. The

25 to 40 per cent

used with
WonderfulSUCCeSB.
PamphelU sent free to alt. Writ*

Md.

$ir

them and

get full particular*.
Price. Specific. $1 per package.orsix packages
for $5. Address nil orders to
J. B. SIMPHUN MEDICINE CO..
.

OF IMITATIONS.

w

Buffalo.

Boldin Holland bvD. K.

Estray

on each

Mkrkos.

51-ly.

pease of traveling ten limes

you the

over.

ex-j

28-tf

uv**StPl-

i 3i-w°wn
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Flowers, Laces, Beaded & Silk Fringes

Notice. J yan Landegend

you nothing but reliable VfOTlCE is hereby given that a small holfer Copper. Tin and Sheet Iron worker: plumber
strayed Into my yard, on or about June 1st, and steam fitter; does all kinds of sheet metal
solid goods. Do not forget where I can
A. D. 1H81, which the rightful owtlng Is hereby work to order, or repairing.Also driven Wells
be found,— at the BOSTON SHOE STORE, requested to come and take charge of. upon pay- put down, and old pumps repaired.Stove* re
ment of costa ol keeping and this advertisement. palredamlpntnp, etc .etc. Inquireat the HardNo. 66 Canal sir. Or,
if you need cloth
—*• **
vivui- The heifer Is red. with a white star on tt« forehead ware store of J. R. Kleyn, Holland. Mich. 35-tr
iug I will direct you to the best and 1 and h^sstlinated to be about 5 or 6 months of age
cheapest place. I will save

Bonnets, Hats, Feathdrs,

N.Y.

dollar, and sell

j

THOMAS KELLEY,
ml,e*

cents and $1,00.

BnecIflcModi
cine Is being

BOSTON SHOE STORE. GO
you from

PRICE 50

______

Sre (hat all Iron Bitter,are mad. by Bbow* Cm«ic«i
Co. and barf eroMfd rfd linn ami trade mark on wrapper

Canal str.,
when in Grand Rapids. I guarantee to

OF A TRIAL?

cents. __
1881. SPRING AND SUMMER. 1881.

Consumpt'n

gists at $1.00 a bottle.

BEWARE

WORTHY

NOT

IS IT

__

Heat in the Stomach, Heartburn,
etc. The only Iron Preparation
that will not blacken the teeth or
give headache. Sold by all Drug-

—

Heilclae.

positive cure for Spurmatorrhiea. Seminal
Weakness. Impolicy,
________
ana_____________
all diseases resulting
from Hclf-AbnFc, as Mentat Anxiety, Loss ol Mcnfory. Hams in
BBFOIiBi
Arrin.
Bark or Hide
Goto D. R M EKNOH for Mrs Freeman's New National Dyes. For brightnessand durabilltjo
and diseases
that lead to
color they are unequaled. Color 2 to 5 lbs., price 15

such os tasting the Ibod, Belching,

81

W

It is a

BROWN CHEMICAL CO.
at Holland,

tor

NERVOUS SUFFERERS.

TO

removing all dyspeptic symptoms,

Baltimore,

WANTED

AGENTS

ens the muscles, and gives new
life to the nerves. Acts like a

Mich/, respectfullyinvite all my4 friends

and acquaintancesin

HENRY CLEMONT. Almonte,O., says he was so thoroughlydisabled by Chronic Rheumatism that
he used two hoitles. and is radie-illy cured.
• S. A. HEWITT, Monterey,Mich., ea\H it works like a charm, ami can't be beat for Coughs,Colds,
VI
Rheumatism and .Neuralgia
J. W. Miller. Columbus, 0.. says that a couple of doses cured hi* child of diphtheria, after all other
remedies had failed.
JOHN
EltNKR, 117:1 Michigan street, Buffalo,says he had been troubled for years with Rheumatism of the knee, hut EclectricOil ha* cureil him thoroughly.
O.
E. COMSTOCK. Caledonia, Minn., says while sufferingfrom inflammatory Rheumatismone appliTie Ghat EaropeaiiReiieily-Dr.J. B. Simpsoi's
cation gave instant relief, amt two bottlescured him.

arc
a certain cure for all diseases
requiring a complete tonic; especially Indigest ion, Dyspepsia, Intermittent Fevers, Want of Appetite,
Loss of Strength, Lack of Energy,
etc. Enriches the blood, strength-

Harry Van Zee, formerly associated

Holland, Mich.

the Beit and Fulfil.
JSfllinjPictorialRooki and Bihlei. Price*
redutad 33
p« <t. NationalPaMUb'f Co., Chieaso, III.
i reduced
33 per

BROWN’S IRON BITTERS

charm on the
Fine smoking and chewing tobaccos

FUEMAN,

14-tf

30-4w

styles
boys.
Call and examine them at Ihe store of

Buggies,

also agent for

MELIS.

A beautiful HSHorimcnt of new
of felt bats, for young men and

24-tI

Open and Top

Cultivators,

1880.

20-ti

AND

TRADE

Hardware Store of

WM.

Holland, Sept.

juif
1

Uf

FARMING IMPLEMENTS, such j*
Drills, etc., etc., at the

and Examine.

Also keeps on hand a line of

cannot be to highly recommended. G. 8.
Harrington.G. Yeurmk, Jan W. Garvelink, B, Camps, J. De Vries, G. S. Boone,
J. Ferbeek, E. Van Kuinpen, Wm. Chapman, P. A. Van Dyk, 8. DcKooyers.

save

ft

PLASMAN.

FLIEMJN.U'MJPD 43^^?^“

we take pleasure in giving
superior merits. It ia simple and cheap tn construction, and very
durable. It does away with both the inconvenience and expense of tugs and
wbiffletrees. For plowing and harrowing
it ia easier lor both man and beast, and

I,

1881.
F.

12th,

A victim of youthful Imprudencecausing Premature Decay, Nervous Debility,Lost Manhood, etc.,
having tried In vain every known remedy, haa discovered a simple self cure, which be will send FREK

tare (irave.
tdifFuli particularsIn our pamphlet, which wc
desire to send free by mail to every one. The
Bpeciflc Medicineis sold bv all drug} 1st at $1 per
package, or six packages for $5. or will be sent
free by mail on receipt of the money, by ad-

For Sale

again next year.

trial

evidence of

on hand

niaoufartarcr

UlllllffwK:

dressing THE GRAY MEDICINE CO.
We, the undersigned,have purchased
and are using Tucker’s Draft Equalizer, a
new device for a farm harness. After a

it

W. DIEKEMA.

$1,000

about

BROUWERS,

is

the chance

for Fanners.

After Taking.
sale cheap, the table tude. Pam io the Back, Dimness of Vielon, Premature Old Age. and many other Diseait-s that
years. Inquire of lead to Insanity or Consumption and a Pram a-

S'.

is

experience that the

Town Holland, Mich., July

torrhea, Impotency, and all

fttr

x-\

wheat produced on the
considerable better; the straw is heavier,
inches taller, and that the yield of grain was increased thereby

Our intention is, to use

RAYMOND,
J. W. FLYNN,
C. H. WALKER,
A. C.

table

and that we have by
manured by phosphate

lands,

Proprietor.

Clous. Act quickly.

A PO^L

C. UVEELIS

BRTJOGHSTS.

GEO. G. STEKETEE, Sole

condition, which are almost ns es-

sential

Price 50c per bottle.

We the undesigned hereby testify that we have used the Superphosphate, advertised by Mr. Wm. C. Mel is, at Holland, on part of our wheat

agricultural implements of all kinds, in

good

W.

Is

I’in Worm,

Hardware Store of

at the

the distressed fanners. All

Matl,CMl orpise0D-

j

iMIEfiA MONTH! ACZNIsmTES!
wfkalnB

'

vwtiw

75
pit

*•'»»* ArtWj. I» •kftTorlili
trtf.A0. JAY BRONSON,

sum*

JACKETS, CIRCULARS

FANS
Silk

&

&.

PARASOLS

IN

AND DOLMAFS,

GREAT VARIETY-

Satins in all desirable Colors. Crape, Gloves. Hosiery,

Germantown Yarn, Woosted, Canvas, Embroidery.

SILK AND HATH GOODS.
L.

&

S.

YAN DENTIOliLAND.
MERGE

EIGHTH STREET

>

W'fwi.

Mbs. W. W. Burke

iottittgjj.
Look

at

our

Everything is going

In town visiting

up, and wheat

The Cappon & Bertsch
down for necessary

shut

tannery has been
repairs for a few

is

The

to deep water in
wdll be seen

Mr.

Mr. Dekker, of Zeeland, contemplates

Vinkk is

C.

a boat

The

beautiful Macatawa Bay, and its fine har-

bor of refuge.
at

new

brick church edifice.
8.

Council, held

KSf*
t*

LAKE MICHIGAN.
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STATION H

142
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ChanneL
106

3

•

Bitters.

\\y2

11

11

114

13

now gradu-

12,4

13

124

12

12 4

15

114

that Ayer’s Hair

134

132{

124

11

114

14

114

10

12

12

10

10

120

104

10

9

9

108

124

12

sustained injuries
few days ago, which

of his limbs a

rather serious, but he

is

4

12^

5

ally recovering.

Common

a special session of the

Zf*

SOUNDIITOS 30 IFEET AFA.H.T.

1

Ex-Mayor Cappon

a short illness, at the age 74 years.

••

Nil-

STATION I.

Inspector Gee will please accept general weakness cured by Brown’s Iron

Mr. George Deur, one of our first setX on one
on Tuesday morning last, after! looked

on Thursday eve.,

it was

voted to send the $110, in their possession
as

,

large dwelling for Mr. U. DeVries, V

tiers, died

At

—

Exhausted and enfeebledconstitutions

published on this page.

1

authentic

puv

Xbi
.. 001
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suffering from dyspepsia, nervousnessand

our thanks for diagram of our harbor

on

001 ..
001 »
out W

Xet*81nBi"

Wiscon-

trip to

assuming handsome proportions. /

is

Reformed Church

measurementsare

figures and

18

on the corner of Twelfth and River streets, J

East Overysel, are going to build a

U.

last.

home from a

sin on Tuesday

The True Dutch

Lake). The

(Black

I**

friends’ attention to our

1

*(*•••'

uadaap put jodoop uo

Mrs. G. Van Schelven and three children, arrived

our harbor.

'

below.

line to Chicago two

large fisheries would plant themselves near

Call your

Macatawa Bay,

a scar-

city of dwellings.
If we had

— —

pulling up a new

dwelling. That's rlghtl There is

building a brick store aud residence.

-'

following diagram shows the exact condition of our harbor, from deep water out in

days.

to $1.82.

V if

OUR HARBOR.

relativesand friends.

flue harbor.

quoted at $1.80

is

^

old relief money, to the northern

suf-

Ladies should

know
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7

9

84'

84

8

124

9

8

8

92

82
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11 0

84

82

109

89

74

8

74

Vigor is a superior and economical dress-

ing.

has become an

It

indispensable

114

article fur the toilet.

ferers.

Mu. John Gee,
A lovely rain commenced to

fall

on

Thursday morning continuinguntil night,

which was

refreshing to

The drouth is broken, and

man and
fall

beast.

Itarbor,

U. 8. Inspector at our

informs us that he has been

or-

-

dered away from here to relieve Inspector
Mitchell at Ludington, Mich.

-

wheat sow-

ing will not look so gloomy after this.

84

84

9

94

84

9

8;9

92ftl0,4

11

94

92

9

9

14 3

84

9

y,

Professors Boers and Kleinheksel have

\

10

arrived borne from their European tour./
List of letters remaining in the

post-

office at Holland, Mich., bept. I.1), 1881:

*
Frank

H. Stewart, Miss Alice

N. H. H.

4, Miss Gertie

They express themselves asMghly pleased

wo\ly

with the trip, and well

effort.

Poppen 2, and

the

expense

109

84

\

0

Rock.

98

While in conversationrecentlyabout
our manufacturing interests, Mr. J. FlieDr. Bliss said that whisky had done man informed us that he hud sold fitlymore for the President than prayer. No five wagons and buggies since the first
wonder that the ghost of Mrs. Hayes’ day of the year. Wo fail to discover any-

98

98

98

104

11

710

Wm. Vkhbekk, P. M.

temperance society stalks the gloomy

cor-

710

98

10

98

11 10 1010

104'

78

9 10

10 2

102

114

11

89

8,4

C3

thing slow about this.

Mr. Henry

—Chi. Timet.

Boers a young

man

about 25

years of age, residing about 3 miles north-

mechanic, and

(be building is an

ornament

wagon. Dr.

barrel of salt from the

new

Spring 1/ike Message, a

_
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couple. /

what acquaintedwith our citizens,and

We

are informed that the steam barge

is

withstanding. The schooner

a

.loses is

ing

is so highly prized by the traveling public.

and will undergo extensiverepairs next

We hope to see him do well, and give the
Phoenix that prestige which she has so

winter.

long maintained.

How

11

10

11 10 12

muk

pretty good season of it this year

of that genial and pleasant nature, which

0
w
H
108

about water works? Isn’t it a

great deal cheaper and better to go in
debt for $15,000 or $20,000 than to lose
Septem- $100,000 by a conflagration?One thing is
of the northern suf- sure: We will have to help oursflws— we

Wednesday

ber 21, for the benefit
ferers by fire, Dr. D.

eve.,

M.Gee

will furnish

will have to build

it

ourselves—for nobody

the music, the Hall will be given, we will

w ill

furnish the printing,and everything else

do

necessary will be donated to make

in time, so as to save nine^’

it

a suc-

come from the outside of
for us!

it

Then why

this city to

Wk

the benefitof the sufferers. Tickets will
be offered for sale Id

a lew days.

ings

Now One

we want to see every young man and every
old man and their ladies there, have a

134

82

D

1310 132

104

W

1010

H
M

29

30

31

«

—

.

(jaa J

82

have learned that three large buildwill

be put up

on River

street,

and

street

all of

sure, the plans

matured

social hop and do a benevolent act.

28

not put in a slilch

cess, a pleasant time, and in such a manner that every dollar taken in will be for

27

HI

nice party will he given at Ly-

Hall, on

2

51

f

5

V.

The Phoenix Hotel U now in the hands J. B. Lyon, who caused so much damage
of Mr. E. P. Monleilh, and is doing a good to the schooner Joses, recently w ill pay
busiue&s again. Mr. Monteil|i is some- full damage— all talk to the contrary not-

A very

a
15

city. The News extend J time.

her best wishes to the young

ceum

12

£
r»
5'

%
ill

Grand Haven on

take place at the residence of Mr. James /up a large foundry business in course of
this

123

14

H
cr

X

Mr. A. Huntley, lormerlyengineer at k
w Another one of our young men'll Metz’s tannery, who is also a practical \
going. Mr. John Koning, of SaugatuckA machinist, has ren'ed the machine shop \
formerly of this city, will be married to land foundry of Win. H. Doming, and will |
Miss Mary Van Zoereu, of Vriesland, on blart into business for himself. We hope
Friday, Sept. 23d. The reception will IMr. Huntley will he successful and build J
Koning, in

108

a
o

(

-

910

114

to

been proprietor before in Saugatuck ) third day of the Fair, Wednesday,Sept.
knows what it is to. be located iu u small 28th, at 11 o’clock in the forenoon, at the
town. We wish him success, however. Morton House.

*

82

6

reached our table. Mr. Cbas. F. Wasson District Press Association, which adis editor and proprietor,and he having journed to meet at Grand Rapids, on the

The paper looks neat.

6

of Zeeland was culled in to administer to

paper

just started at Spring Lake, Mich., has

11

13

•

82

04

Baert

bis wants.

The

103

i,,0*S LINS.

12

SJ

to the. village.
‘

98

.

SHOW U**-

The Reformed Church at Zeeland h^s
east of this city, broke bis thigh bone on
built a fine new brick parsonage for their
Saturday last while attemptingto take a
pastor. The masonry was done by R.
Weertman, and appears to bis credit as a

98

,

M

v.-*

ridors of the while house in majestic wrath.

7

«
n
K
D
H
M
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7

11

2

to

the near future.
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144
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f22

122
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86

124

124

and two on Eighth

brick. Although pretty

have

142

2

not been sufficiently

wise to meution the
of the genOemen re-

it

details. All three

A very floe, half life-size portrait of Dr. ferred to, however, are able, solid, and
J. H. Bchouten, resident physician at of the kind to do much blowing.

98

158

142

1210 182

98

154
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128

128
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94

15

144
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124

12

11

128

128

12$

122

118

108

124

13

124

12

1010

not

86

Zuidwolde, Netherlands,and father of

Mb.

doctors R. A., and F. J. Bchouten,of this

Dennis Scram,

who

for several

employed in the Democrat
city, is hanging In the store of Dr. R. A.
Bchouten. He looks like a fine old gentle- office, has purchased the Holland newsmen. Dr. R. A. Bchouten has found in paper De StancUiard, and will coutinueUs
the heavy advertising of his pills and publication in Court block. We wish Mr.
years has been

syrup of rhubarb such

a

decided success

that he has decided to prepare

and

put on

Schram success
he

is

a

iu his

worthy mao,

a

uew

enterprise, for

good printer,and

87-

810

38

39

%

iu

reme everything reliable. Hollandersgenerally
dies, such at-a Cough Syrup, Bitter Wine ought to patronizehim.— Grand Ilapidt
of Iron, and a Health Bitter. The demand Democrat.

10

13

the market another aeries of family

N*

«V

for bis pills is ever increasing, and he has
• De Orondwet is now being printed on a
just prepared one hundred thousand to
new cylinderpress, a very fln£ machine,
meet the demand.
which the growth of that paper has long
On Thursday evening of last week the since demauded. We congratulate Mr.

Zeeland Fire Department was drawn out Mulder on his success. Our city can now
by the offering of a prize by the citizeog boast of two good cylinder presses, and
of that wide awake village, to be competed we don’t exaggerate, tyhen we say that
for by the differeot branches of the de- Holland contains in her fonr printing
partment. The task was to ruu 125 yards, offices more printing material than most
to start at the tap of the

bell,

aud take towns of twice her

water. The engine company, the hose
company, the pail brigade, and the hook
and ladder comptny— all had specified

The

y.'A
$>

182

size.

18

job of building a bridge over Black

River, on the eection line

21 and

22,

town

work to accomplish inside of four minutes 5 north, of range 15 west, In the township
in ordeiwto participatein the prize money. of Holland, county of Ottawa and State
They all won, accomplishing their pro- of Michigan, will be let to the lowest resscribed task insjde of two minutes, and ponsible bidder, on Tuesday, the 20th day
the engine company won the most-taking of September, 1881, at 10 o’clock iu the

MACATAWA
(

Black Lake.

BAY.

)

Deep water up the Bay.

1881.

50 to 70 ft. of water.
water in 50 seconds. If the Zeelanders forenoon, at the store of E. J. Harrington,
keep on this way, we predict for them a where the plans and specificationscan be
I hereby certifythis to be a correct sounding ot the channel sod Inside h|rbor, taken
crack Are department.
seen and examined.
Black Laos Harbor, August 28,

this 2£rd

jay of August, 1681.

JOHN GEE,

U. 8. Inspector.

mm
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DEACON DAY AND THE HMHWAY
COW.

AT XUOKNK J. HAILt
beet o’ brfn’i will het thHr c*r«There’s alwus sumpthln' to orosa our w»j,
an* fret us in our affair*An’ aech wui the lot o’ old D aeon Dayj

The

To warry

The hue

her hide was a dusky brown j
Her body wua lean, an’ her neck wus slim;
One horn turned up, an' the other down;
She wua sharp o’ sight, an’ wus long o limb,
With a peaked uoee, an’ a abort stump-tail.
An’ ribs like the hoops on a home-made pail

Many

o’

day hed she passed in pound
Fur meanly helpin'herselfto corn.
Many a cowardly cur an' hound
Hed been transfixedby her crumpledhorn,
icii-jriv an' old wav*
aaai-^at
Many it
a tea-pot
old tin-pail
Hed the (arm boys tied to her stumpy talL
n

nu

Old Deacon Day was a pious man,
A frugal farmer, upright an’ plain;
Ah' many a weary mile be ran
To drive her out o’ his growln' grain.
Sharp were the pranks that she used to plaj
To git her fill and to gtt away.

He used to sit on the Sabbath-day
With his open Bible upon hia knee,
Thinkin’ o’ lo»ed onca far away,
In the Better Land that he h ncod tosee-

Whon

a

distantheller, borne thro’ ihe air,
to this world o’ care.

Would bring him back

When

the Deacon went to his church in town,
Sh? watched an’ waited till he went by
He never passed her without a frown,
And an' evil gleam in each angry eye.
He would crack his whip, an’ would hollar,

“Whayl"

t

„

Ez he drove along In his “one-horse shay.

Then

to any 'who asked for charity, but
warehouse he would have repulsed
them with hard and bitter words. He
kept a large clothing establishment in
Manchester, but Isabel, who lived in
the suburbs, hod never been there, and
knew absolutelynothing of him. in his
business relations.
UI course there were many who courted the favor of the young and beautiful
heiress, but there was only one • who
came near being the rival of the successful suitor. This was Dr. Percy
Elgin, a voung physician, who had recently establishedhimself in the city,
and was having a hard struggle to get
into a lucrativepractice, bemg poor
and without powerful friends. Em he
ally

at his

homestead she loved to call,
bars with her crumpledhorn,
Nimbly
ilniwy scalin’
scalin' his
ms garden wan,
wall,
Helpin’ herselfto Ms standln*corn,
Eatin’ his cabbages one by on&—
Scamperin’ home when henrmeal was dona.
nt his

Lifiiu’ bis

OfTen the Deacon homeward came,
Hummin' a hymn, from the house o' prayer,
His kindly heart in a tranquil frame,
His soul ez calm ei the evenin' air,
His forehead smooth e»a well-worn plow—
To find In hia garden that highway cow.

you

not well?” she asked in a

low. sympatheticvoic^
girl,

who was very

thinly and

“Will you

tell me what it is? Persomething that I can remedy.
Do not think me inquisitive,but I
really want to help you, if you will let
it is

me.”

The things we hate are the last to fade;
Some cares are lengthened thro’ many yean;
The death o’ tne wicktd seems long delayed,
But there is a climax to all careen.
An' the highwaycow at last waa slain
In runnlu’ a race with a railway train.

her.
“ Are

haps

The.hoys o' the village grew strong and lall,
An' the gray-hahed farmers dropped away,
One by one, ez the red leaves fall—
But the highway cow outlived ’em all.

f

The girl answered frankly:
“Thank yon for your kindness.It
does me good, for I stand in need of
kind words. ”

“Tel me,

your trouble,” and
Isabel, in her sealskin jacket and warm
.velvet dress, took the arm of the shabby
f creature, and together they walked
along through Market street into the
then,

busiest part of town.

My mother and I lived together,”
explUned the girl “We are very poor,
“

All into pieces at once she went,
Jest like savin’s banks when they fall;
Out o' the world she was swiftlysent;
L* etle was left but her 9W11 slump-tall.
The farmers’gardens an’ corn-fields now
Arq haunted no more by the highwaycow.

SATED IN TIME.

an^ mother is an invalid, unable to do
much. We have nothing to live upon
except what learn by my needle,”
“That must be very little.”
“ Yes, it is very little ; but I have
been defrauded of that little. It is too
hard. ”

“Tell me about it. Is it possible that
any one could be so mean as to cheat
are starving !”
The speaker was a thinly-clad woman, you out cf the little you earn in that
»
who shivered in the wintry blast, for it hard
“Charity, kind sir!

My

the

poor children

keen

fiosty air

A SAFE AND SURE

REMEDY FOR

Rheumatism,

|

broken.

i

<

Cramps,
J

Cholera,
Diarrhoea,
Dysentery.

Sprains

AND
Bruises,

additionsfollowingit, a complete showing of
the abso'ulo facts in the case

DATE-norn

July—
9:‘JUa. m.

Aujruat^3-7 p. m ....... 108 101.9 19
....... 9-830 a.m.... m 998 19
99 1 22
7 p.m ....... 106,1111.9 19
10-#*'™ ....... 1041 98.6 19
7 p.m ....... 108 101 19
20 11-8 a.m ....... 1001 98.6 19
7 p.m ....... 108,101.219
128)101.924 12-8 a.m ....... 100 , 98.6 19
7 p.m ....... 106-101.219
U4liun.fi24
____ 24 13-8 a.m .......
im iilo.y

3—

6 p.

m ......

SaOp.m...
11:20 p.m.

and robbed by a band of robbers three miles

4-8

Independenceand fourteen east of
Kansas City. The train was flagged and then
ten or twelve men entered the cars and robbed
the express-car,baggage-master, conductor,
Pullman conductor and

all the passengers,except in the rear car.
The ladies in the sleeping-ear, some fifteen
in number, were relieved of diamond earrings,
•ings, watches and money. They got about
£ 2,500 from the passengers,and it is thought
about the same amount from the express safe.
The express messenger,H. A Fox, was terribly
beaten over the head with a revolver,and at
last gave np the keys to the safe, and the robbers took all the contents. When they entered the Pullman car, five in number, all
.vere masked, and while one held an open
bag or pillow-case, each person was relieved of
his or her valuables, which were thrown indiscriminately into the bag. The car conductor,
J. J. Price’, lost his watch and chain and frlOO.
J. M. Hazelbacher, the train conductor,ran
throngh the train, alarming all passengers, and
telling them that the robberswere on board,
and Ihen ran back and flagged a freight-train,
running very close. He then came back to the
train, and was at once searched, but bad thrown
his watch into the ladies’ closet,and so they got
nothing. One of the robberspoked a revolver
into his face, and said, ** That is the pistol that
killed Westfall, on the Rock Island road, and it
will kill you if you stir.” The same man said
he was Jesse James, and that they robbed the
Alton train because it had joined with the
Rock Island and others to capture the outfit.

Ho also said they would burn the cars and
bridges if an organized pursuit was made.
Another man in the gang also said he was Jesse
)bbing the engineer, Choke
James, and, after robbing
Foote, gave him back $2 and told him,

A

Burns

DATE-HOUB.

3-10:45n.m..

east of

:

AND

that left Chicago Tuesday at 12:30 was stopped

when he reached Kansas City, to go and get a
drink and quit railroading out in this section,
or he would be killed the next time. The rob“ I wiil tell you how it happened.
bers talked all the time and kli wore white
week since, I got a bundle of waistcoats masks. Some had hats on, and snmo had not,
to make for a largo house. The pay but all wore long dusters. They were armed
was sery small. By working early and ,with shotguns, old-fashioned blunderbusses
late I could earn about eighteenpence a and pistols,and had on high-top boots and

penetrated even the warm garments of
the rich.
The gentleman addressed was a man
of perhaps thirty-five,a rich and prosperous man, who hoped soon to become day.”
still more rich and prosperous through
“ Is it possible? I never heard of such
on alliance with the fair girl at his side. oppression!" said Isabel indignantly.
“ Poor woman !” sa:d Isabel Howard
“Well, I finished the half-dozen, and
compassionately. “I have left my this morryng took them round to the
purse at home. Walter, i am sure you shop. Instead of paying the money, the

Neuralgia,

in tho appended table, and in tho chronological

way?”

was January, and

Pam-Kilfer

He

wheft her attentionwas attracted to a
ANOTHER TRAIN ROBBERY.
girl of about her own age, leaning
against the rai ings. The girl was A Chicago and Alton Pamcngcr Train
Hoarded by Outlaw* Near Hlendalc,
plainly dressed, and in her face and at,710., and the PaMNcngcm Hellevcd
titude* was such au air of despondency,
of Their .Valuableai.
that Isabel, whose heait was full of
Kansas City, Mo., Sept 8.
compassionfor the wretched, felt herLast evening, shortly after 9 o’clock,the
self constrained to stop and speak to
ncoming Chicago and Alton passenger train

ently.

The mosses grew on the garden wall :
The years went hy, with their work an' play;

the different worms that infest the cabbage plants. Prof. A. J. Cook, of Lansing, Mich., says ho tried bi-sulphide of
carbon as a weapon against these pests.
It had been successfully employed in
called Walter Barton in au agitated fighting the phylloxerain France, which
made a
tone. “ Come baclL It’s all a mistake. suggested its use here.
small hole close to the plant, three or
I will make it right.
Isabel did not answer, nor turn back, four inches deep, ’and turned, into it

tion of affairs.
Isabel was walking near the cathedral,

poorly clad, looked up.
“Yes,” she answered “I am well."
“But you are sad. You have met
with some misfortune, have you not?”
“Yes." answered the girl, despond-

Over his garden, round and round,
Breakin’ his pair an' apple tree*,
Trampin’his melons Into the ground,
Tippln’ over his hives o’ bees,
Leavin’ him angry sn' badly stung,
Wlshiu' the old cow’s neck was wrung.

PERRY DAVIS
recommends pyrethrum for all

tatingly

but left tlie place with her illusions about a half teaspoonfulof liquid, then
quickly filled the hole with earth and
r.i
The next day it was announced in packed by stepping on it. The same
society that the engagement was broken. experiment was tried for the squashTlirtfe months later there was a new borer with gratifying success. He thinks
engagement,but this time it was Dr. the bi-sulphideof carbon would prove
was essentially noble, of good figure, Percy who gained the prize for which effective in lighting the peach-treeborer
with a frank open face, and unusually
and the radisli and onion maggots. so many were striving.
able and intelligent.Success with him
Ihe poor girl soon obtained remuncra Exehdnge.
was only a matter of time.
tive employment through Isabel’sinWhen he saw the rich trader preferred fluence,and she and her mother never
INTERESTING RECORD,
to him, he quietly withdrew, disappoii^
again knew want.
History of An ExtruonlinnryCnwc in
ed, but too honorable to attempt to r"
As for Waltar Barton, he rued bitSurgery.
verse Isabel’s decision, now that it apterly his fatal mistake,but for Isabel it
Many of our readers, says tho Chicago Tribocared to be made.
is a most fortunate one, since it saved her
une, will doairo to preserve a history of the
It was made, and the wedding-dav from marrying a man whom she would
wound indicted upon the President bv Guiteau,
was about to be fixed, when something
have despised, and gaye her a husband
occurred which quite changed the posi- whom she could respect as well as love. and its effects.Caro has been taken to present

The

His human passionswere quick to riee,
An’ stridln’ forth with a savage cry,
With fui y blazin’from both his eves,
Ez liglulin's flash in a summer sky,
Redder an’ redder his face would grow,
An’ after the critter he would go—

She threw up her veil, revealingtc
Walter Barton a face that terrified him,
so full was it of withering scorn.
“ I am glad I have found you out,
Mr. Barton,” said Isabel. “Fortunately it is not too late,” and she turned
haughtily and swept out the shop.
“Isabel ! Isabel ! Isabel Howard !"
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And fiber with faver and ftfue. or blliotu remittent,the
ystem may yet be freed from the mftH#nftntTlnm with
Hoetetter'aStomach Bitten. Protect the zyitem
tgalnit it with this beneficentanti-epaimodlc,
which U
furthermorea supreme remedy for lifer complaint,constipation,dyspepsia,debility, rheumatism, k dney trimkies and

fir

other ailments.

For sale by all Drusrtitsand Dealers generally.
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farmers’ clothes.
7-I&
The place where the robbery took place is in
a deep cut, near where the Missouri Pacific
J&T.m.:: 94! 98.4 18
track crosses it, and the countryis hilly and
INCIDENTS.
well wooded, and just suitable for such a robJuly 2— 9:20 a. m.— President shot in Baltibery. It is only a few miles from Glendale,
where the Alton train was robbed in 1879, by more and Potomac depot, Washington, D. C.
July 7.— Hopeful of recovery.
JeHse James and gang, when they secured
July 23.— Relapse, rigor and chills.
as the ---------robbers had p.„.
gone
$15,000. As soon ---July 24.— Operation— discovery of pna sack.
through all the passengers, they told the engineer
July 26.— Incision enlarged and removal of
to pull out, and said: “Goodnight. This is
splinters of bone, etc.
the last of the James boys’ gang.
July 30.— Experimenting with electric-induoT. F. or Frank Barton, the brakeman,made
tion balancefor discovering location of the
the following statement of tne robbery: He
said : “ I was standing on tbe front platform ballet
Ang. 2.— Extremely hopeful.
of the sleeperwhen the train stopped, and I
Aug. 7.— Bad febrilesymptomi.
heard voices and oaths on the back platform.
Aug. 8.— Second operation.Discharge of pua
I said, in a moment : ‘ We are going to be
robbed.’ Then one of the robbers cried out: through lower incision in back.
Aug. 9.— The Preddeqt wrote his name.
1 We are coming in and going through you all’
Aug. 10.— He signed an extradition paper.
“I rememberedthat the freight train was just
Aug. 11.— He wrote a letter to his mother.
behind us, and I heard it coming np. I j umped
Aug. 14.— Nausea, vomiting and physical
off and ran with my lantern down tho track.
They commenced shooting at me. The bullets prostration.
Aug. 18.— Inflammationof the right parotid
whistled all around me and struck the rails
and stones. They must have fired twenty-five gland.
Aug. 19.— Drainage-tubeinserted nine inches
shots. Tbe engineersaid
' For God's sake
don't shoot the boy. He is saving the! lives of deeper in wound in back.
Aug. 21.— Vomited twice during the afterthese peoplo.’ Then one of them threw up

of

you are a man 1
businew.weak-

yoowya
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'
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re*" of

let-

ters tollingover inuk
•Bodbjthoatrelnof
night wont, to resyour duties avoid
. tore brain nerve and
stimulantsand usa
waste,
uas Hop ft.
Hop litter*.

^arrwgl
rled or single, old or
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Whoever you
whenever you
that

your

are.
feel

ou a

I

Bitter*.

,

Thousands die an.

from soma

nually

sssrma?.
have
prevented

system

been

hy a timely use of
proprietor,a rich man, said roughly
Hop Bitters
taka Hop
“Of course I will, my darling. Here, that they were not well done, and he
Ittor*.
poor woman, take that, and may it do could only pay sevenpence apiece for
Have you
you good.”
them. If I would take that he would
jxpiia, kidney i
D.J. O.
or urinaryeom-\
Is an abeolute
As ho spoke he drew from his pocket give me more work. I knew it was all
plaint, disease
and Irreslstaof the itomael
half a sovereign, and put it into the ex- a pretence to cheat me out of sixpence
ble cure for
bovxU, bloat
drunkenness,
tended hand of the applicant.
on each, for I am an experienced waistUvtrorntrvml
use of opium,
Ton will hi
tobaeoo, or
The poor woman’s heart bounded coat-maker,and these were made as well
narcotics.
with joy, for she had hoped for but six- as usual.”
SSSS'a!
Bold by drugIf you are
pence at the best, and ten shillings
“And did you take the money, my
rjsta. Send lor
Circular.
seemed to her positive wealth.
poor friend ?” asked Isabel.
NEVER
til ft mai
“ Heaven bless your geherous heart!”
“What could I do? There was no
• av*yourl
oon
she exclaimed with heartfeltgratitude. money to buy our dinner. I Had to take
Ilf*, ft hasl
SMhester, I. T.
saved hui
“Thank you,” said Walter Barton, it, but I know that it is impossible for
STotobU,Ont
dr*d*.
graciously.
us to get along on that paltry sum. I
Isabel rewarded him with r. beaming see nothing for us but starvation.”
:
smile.
“Cheer up! Jam rich. I will help
FOREIGN
“I am glad you gave the poor ereayou,” said the’heiress. “But tell me
his arms and cried
Stop shooting !' I noon.
iuro so much,” she said. “ I like gener- the name of this mean wretch who deAug. 22.— Surgeons first acknowledgethe
rolled into the cut and waved my lantern.
osity. I don’t think I could esteem or frauded you?”
existence of septicaemia for ten days.
“ The freighttrain was stopped only a carAug.
respect a mean man.”
'*0' 24.— Suppuratiou
p-'*rr of
~ the
-- parotid
------- gland
---“Walter Barton.”
aeth off. When I camo back the robbers
len
GEORGE E. LEMON, Attfy at Law,
incision and discharge of pus ; consultation
of
said:
id:
‘Have
Have
you
lost
anytuing?’
any
tuing?
*
I
answered:
“We think alike on that subject, my
“Who?” exclaimed Isabel, startled
WASHINGTON, B. C.
doctors
to
which
Dr.
Aguow
was
hurriedly
‘Fifty cent*.’ He said: ‘Show me the
darling,” said Walter. “ 1 never can reand surprised.
called.
and I will kill him.’ He gave me $1.50 for infuse to give, even if I suspect the object
“Walter Barton. I hear he is en- terest. Then I heard one of the robbers say
Aug. 25.— Another consultation, at which it
may be unworthy. It makes me happy gaged to a wealthy heiress, but I don’t to tho engineer: ‘Choppy Foote, you are too was oecided that the Presidentcould not bo reto make others happy.”
good a man to keep np this business. Here's moved.
think such a man can prosper. ”
Aug. 26.— The President’smind wandered
______
$2
to buy a drink in the morning, and to drink
Aiother beaming glance from Isabel.
* “I must look into this,” said Isabel,
during the night.'Tho parotid gland discharged
“I love you all the better for that, quickly, her face flushed. “It’s more it for Jesse James.’
through the ear.
“I warn yon you'll be killed if you don’t leave
dear Walter,” she said in a low voice.
important to me than yon know. Come this road. Wo are going to tear up and bust
Aug. 27.— Pulse more frequent and patient
“On the whole,” thought Barton, to my
feebler. ' Discharge of pus from the parotid
v
.
I
l-*«*i.ou-’ Purnuiiv* 4*111* make Now fUcthe Alton and Rock Island roads, for they’ve
Bloml. and will completely change the blood m tha
“my ten shillingsare a good investment,
The girl accompaniedher home, and been offering rewards for us. We’ve no grudge gland through tho ear.
entire
Bjntem
in
three
nionthn.
Any
person
who
Aug. 28.— The Presidentate some milk toast
though I can’t help grudging it to the presentlytte heiress,who had changed •gainst | the Pullmans, and we’ll switch
will take one pill each jiaht from 1 fo 12 weeks may be
Another incision was made above the swollen
to sound henlfti. if such a thing be possible.
beggar. When Isabel becomes Mrs. dresses with the poor girl for a brief off their cars and bum the rest. gland, followed by discharge of healthy-look- restored
Bold "even where or ncnt'bymall for 8 lettferstamp*.
I am the: man who killed Westlake at
I.
H.
JOHNSON Ai CO., Beeton* DUee*
Barton, and I get hold of her hundred space emerged into the street and made Winstoiv He was too -tun art, and drew a re- rng pus. The wound rather less indolent
- -- ----- .»•
fortnc-rly llangpr, !»le.
Anig. 29.— Another incisionnear the parotid
thousand pounds, I shan’t give many
ier way to the shop of Walter Barton, volver.”)Burton did not believe;it was Jesse
1 L r
half-sovereignsto beggars. For the she
muffled up that her face James, or apy of hist gang. They all acted Ian d, followed by & fair dischargeof healthying pus in the evening. The parotid awel
aweligreen at the business, and be thought they looking
present it’s policy to be generous.”
could now>e seen.
were men living in the vicinity. They made no iug perceptibly diminishing.
Of course Isabel could not read the
“ What do you want ?” asked a salesAug. 30.— Another incision on the lower side
•Uempt to disguise their voices.
thoughts of the 'man at her side. 8he man
of the face ; glandular swelling diminishing
%
more freely.
believed him a genuine philanthropist,
“To see Mr. Barton,” answered Isabel
The Cabbage Pest.
Aug. 31.— Discoveryof an openiag from the
while, in reality, he was a mean, selfish in a low voice.
The imported cabbage worm Las come gl&nd into the mouth. Swelling diminishing;
hard-hearted man, yet with tact
“Ho is busy. He can’t see a girl like
increa^d relish for food.
to stay. His first summer on Long
enough to overcome these traits for youl”
Sept 2.— The Presidentappears better than
the sak^of making a favorable impres“I have something important to say island showed the natives that he was for
1UI some
nuiuu days. Ha has taken more
---- nourish---Price. || 1.00. Tor SGI ky ah DnwlH*
capable of adv«cjng the price of cab- ment ; little change in the wound restless dur
sion upon the heart of the heiress.
to
the night
A*«aU W— tod for Life pf
Isabel Howard was an orphan, and
Walter Barton, on being told this, bage— $500,000? wB*th was destroyed in ing8ept
8.— Parotid swelling continues to disone
season
in
the
suburbs
of
New
York.
the /'absolute mistress of a hundred came forward.
___________ 5
charge and diminishin size. Ate a fair breaktliqusaudpounds— no small fortune for
“Well, girl, \jhat do you want of me,” He has followedU^tide of civilization fast of roilk-ioaatand some reed birds. In the
and gone West. "The problem ndw is, evening he vomited.The surgeona determined It contains th# full history of htanobk and .rentfulHfo
a girl of nineteen. Bather fortune^was he asked rudely.
You gave me only sevenpence for what will kill the worm and not injure to remove the Presidentfrom Washington,to •ndduUrflyhasMstaation.
MUBoosotp«n>»* wattby no means her chief attraction. rbhe
the malarial fever, which threatened In* for this book. Tb« bret ohanoe of yoar kfe to mak. .
was beautiful, sweet-tempered, accom- some waistcoat I brought here thif the cabbage ? We would suggest that escape
death Long Branch decided on as more con- money. B^rare of “catchpenny"ImlUtlons. ThlsIstheJ
plished, and her heart was animated morning, ’’ said Isabel .in an assumed the deliverance must come by prevent- venient for the surgeons. ^
only authenticand folly tUnstrrted Mf* of onr martyred
ing the moth from Ikying the/eggson
by the most generous charity. She had
Sept 4.— The President vomited about 1 Present. Bend for clrenkreandekka term, to A««jU.
;
Addreaa National PuauamNO Oo, Chicago,111.
a regular list of pensioners, and would
“What of that? They were poorly the cabbage. We have suggested to our o'clock a. m.. bnt slept well most of the night
During the day no return of the irritabilityof
neighbors to try tying newspapers
have found it impossible to refuse an
“J need the money for my mother. 1 sacking, or netting of any/kind, c
over tbe stomach. Improvement of the parotid
applicantwho was in need. Doubtless
gland, and contoorof the face restored. More
she had often given to unworthy objects. worked hard, and I am sure the waist- tho cabbage plants during the preva- fatigue after dressing of the wound.
lence of the moth ; when/it disappears
but such mistakes rebound to the credit coats were well made.”
Sept 6.— The hottest day and night of a very
""Ssft
of those who make them.
“Look here ! 1 can’t be troubled with the covering to be removed. Few of all
k°BeptJ6.— Successful removal of the President
As Isabel said, she would have found you,” said Barton roughly. “I gave the remedies so far jrtuued have given aver the Pttwsylvauia railroad to Long Branch.
you
all
the
work
was
worth.”
satisfaction.
ProL/5.
Y.
Riley,
always
it impossible to respect or esteem s
practical and intelligent,suggests the use
“ My mother will starve 1” .
mean man. Thus far, Walter Barton
The Louisville Commercial cites the case
first triad it in 1879,
.‘.‘ Let her starve then. It’s no bus- of pyrethrum. SEe
had succeededin ©ensealinghis real
of Capt. Chas. N. Coni, of that city, who
___ ____ ItffSVjSr
but did not recommend it that year, as was cured by 8t. Jacobs Oil, after suffering
’
character from her, ^ut the tiine, fwa* iimss of mine. ;
This was too much for Isabel, whose he wished to test it further. He has for years with rheumatism.— York (Neb?)
made test*, and caused tests to be made Republican.
I indignat/' in was intonse.

will relieve her distress.”
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IN EX-CONSUL’S STORY.
To ths Editor of the BrooklynEagle:

A

lat© United States Consul at one

and

polite. From the cradle to the
grave a French son has one duty, one
affection,which is paramount to all oth-

>rivate

“ On my hist voyage homo from England,
some three yean ago, in one of the Cunard
steamers,I noticed one morning, after a few
days out of port, a young man hobbling
about on the upper deck, supported 'by
cratches and seeming to move with extreme
difficulty and no little pain. Ho was well
dressed and of exceedingly handsome countenance,
liitfbswore somewhat emaciated and his taco very siUqw and borp ine

is, his love for his

mother. As

man, he delights

to send her flowers, to
take her to the theaters and cafes. It is
a common sight in Paris to see a young

making.

i

A

Excuse mo, my young friend,’ I said,
touching him gently on the iboulder,‘you
appear to be an invalid and hardly able or
strong enough to trust jourself unattended
on an ocean voyage ; but if you roouire anj
assistance I am a robust and healthy man
‘

and shall be glad to help you.’
“‘You are very kind,’ ho replied, in a
weak voice, ‘ but I require no present aid
beyond my crutches, whioh enable me to
pass from my stateroom up here to get the
benefit of the sunshine and the soa breeze.'
“ ‘ You have been a great sufferer,no
doubt,’ ! said, ‘ and I judge that you have
been afflicted with that most troublesome
disease— rheumatism;whose prevalenceand
intensity seom to be on an alarming increase
both in England and America.’
“ ‘ You are right,’ he answered ; ‘ I have
been its victim for more than a year, and
after failing to find relief from medical skill
have lately tried the Springs of Carlsbad and
Vichy. But they have done me no good, and
I am now on my return home to Missouri to
die, I suppose. I shall be content if life is
spared me to reach my mother’spresence.
She is a widow and I am her only child.’
“ There was a pathos in this speech which
affected me profoundly, and awakened in
me a deeper sympathy than I had felt before. I bad no words to answer him, and
stood silently beside him, watching the
snowy wake of the ship. While thus standing my thoughts reverted t# a child— a 10year-old boy— of a neighbor of mine, residing near my consulate residence,who had
been cured of a stubborn wise of rheumatism by the use of 8t. Jacobs Oil, and I remembered that the steward of the ship Lid
told me the day before that he Lid cured
himself of a very severe attack iff the gout
in New York just before his Lisr voyage by
the use of the same remedy. I at once left
my young friend and went below to find the
steward. I not only found him off duty,
but discovered that he bad a bottle of the
Oil in his locker, which he had carried
across the ocean in case of another attack.
He readily parted with it on my representation, and, hurrying up again, I soon persuaded the young man to allow mo to take
him to his berth and apply the remedy.
After doing so I covered him up snugly in
bed and requested him not to get up until I
should see him again. That evening I returned to his stateroomand found him
sleeping peacefully and breathing gently.

I roused him and inquiredhow ho felt.
‘Like a new man,’ he answered, with a
gratefulsmile. I feel no pain and am able
to stretch my limbs without difficulty.I
think I'll get up.’ ‘No, don’t get up tonight,’ I said, 4 but let mo mb you again
with the Oil, and in the morning you will be
much bettor able to go above.’ ‘ All right,’
he said, laughing. I then applied the Oil
again, nibbing his knees, ankles and aims
thoroughly, until he said ho felt as if he had
a mustard poultice all over his body. I then
left him. The next morning when I went
up on deck for a breezy promenade,according to my custom, I found my patient waiting for mo with a smiling face, and without
his crutches, although ho limped in his
movements, but without pain. I don’t
think I ever felt so happy in my life. To
make a long story short, 1 attended him
closely during the rest of our voyage— some
four days— applying the Oil even- night,
and guarding nun against too much exposure
to the fresh and dump spring breezes, and,
t

‘

Da. WiscHKLL’sTeething ftorup- has never
failed to give immediate relief when used in

this imperfect world is so
beautiful as the relationsof a French
son to his mother. He sees from his
first sentient look the being whom every
one in the house adores. Does the
nurse or the maid speak even sharply to
the mistress of the honse she is immediately discharged. The child would thus
see its mo'her’s authority verified from
the first, and, whatever we may say on
this side of the water of the marriage
relation in France, the master of the
house certainly compels a sort of respect toward the mother and mistress of
the house, which goes far toward making the manners of a nation respectful
in
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the usual manner, throw’s

it

on

its

well, Hifcird

back,

the head so as to extend the articulators of the necK, and then, seizing
Hie membrane between the head and the
oodywith her jaww, wmshes the ganglion
—a marvelous instinct.
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Co., proprietors, New York.
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Fob Headache, Constipation, Liver Complaint
and all bilious derangement* of the blood, there
is no retnodv as sure and riafo as Eilert’sDaylight Liver Pills. They stand unrivalled in removing bile, toning tbo^tbmach and in giving
healthy action to the liver. Bold by ah druggists.
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Thb Milwaukee Evening Wisconsin says the
and, having made themselves acquainted
NortiiwkstlrnHorse Nail Co., tho leading
with sambur or other deer in the valley
house in the country, whose great success is duo
Thd Native Esquimaux.
INVEST
or jheel of the jungle, they separateand to its enterprisingmanager, A W. King aland,
The Esquimaux generally are a good- lie in wait at the different passes from makes five tons daily of the best horse nails iir in th* *tock of the Denver Lend snd Improvement
Oompeny- Profit* mor* then two per cent, per month.
ish lot of poor devils as for as disposition the ghat, crouching on the high ground tho world, and has moro orders than it can fill- Absolutelysafe. No pervonil lUbdltF. Dell only In
Denver KsaI KaUte. Dividend* pe'd regularly.Orls concerned, their good naloie apparabove the paths taken by the door. One
ginlted by prominent I min*** men of Denver.Refer
Theuk was a young lady qnito fair,
ently boginniig with boyhood. A short or two of the pack then go around und
to uvy of our Banka, or bueineu men of Denver.Any
Who had much trouble with her hair,
nnmbcr of tliaieeat Ten Dollar* 0*0(1,sent by null on
time since a canoe was alongside in rouse the sambur, which rushes up hill
receipt of money. Circular* aent tree. Addreae
Bo site bought Carbohne
ARCHIE C FISK. P real dent.
which lay a baby enveloped in furs, it! by one of the many paths. The dog
And a sight to be seeu
A. H. Ester. Treasurer ; M. H. Smith, Sooreteiy.
tiny hands protruding and bolding a which lies in waiting springs at his vicIs the head of this maiden, I declare.
No. 464
rimer St, Denver, OoL
piece of blubber, which it sucked with tim and fixes to his throat, and the othFob Rheumatism,Sprains and Bruises, nse 6,000 AGENTS WANTED. TO SELL THE LIFE OF
apparent relish. It was quick to feel eis soon run into him.
Uncle Bain’s Nerve and Bono Liniment,sold by
itself an object of attraction, and its
The curious custom of preservingthe ail druggists.
chubby face returned any number of
tears shed at a funeral is still carried out
KKMCTKD FftOffl DEATH*
smiles of recognition, alternatingwith
His early life ; bl» c ireer na soldier and ateteanun; hie
in Persia as in olden times. The tears
WilliamJ. Coughlin, of Somarrille, Man., : In tin election and adtniivstniUnn hi* eesaalnatlon hie herol*
occasionalblinks caused by the falling
snuggle for Hie. Profusely illuitpit<Hl.Splendidportrait
are bottled in the fol^pwing manner : As fall of 1876 I waa taken with bloodingof th* lungi, fol- ef Garfield, hi* wife ami mother: scene of the abootlagj
snow. Something of the aijtistioinstinct
•«*«»on
lick
m chamber
afar* |Mv*uew
picture we
of Guiteau.
»*•»*»»%«.»••«*
the esMSftwwelft
Surgo m* And
and
the mourners are sitting around and lowed by a eerere cough. I loet my appetite and fleeh, the
also crops out in their disposition, as
the Cabinet. The only complete and authenticwork.
weeping the master of ceremonies pre- and wu oonflnnd to my bed. In 1877 I waa admitted to Thtrrlsa f'lrluni /ur offeH/n Jint in (lit JUldoilK iXU
may bo witnessed from rude carvings
(he hoipital. The doctor* *ald 1 had a hole In my long aa
toe*. Outfit Nla. Sim
Ipeak quick.
sents each with a piece of cotton wool,
HUBB ABU BllON., Chicago, III.
big a« a half dollar.At one time a report went aronnd
of ivory and attempts at delineation.
with which he wipes off' his tear£ This that I waa dead. 1 gare up hope, but a friend told me of
At St. Michael’san Esquimaux boy who
cotton is afterwardsqueezed into a bot- Dh. William Hall's Balsam fob the Luxes. I sot
has never hod any instruction draws exa bottle,when, to my aurpriae, 1 commenced to feel bettle, and tlie tears are preservedas a powtremely well. They have music peculerful and efficaciousremedy for reviving ter, and to4ay I feel batter than for three years past. I
iar to themselves, and ara devotedly
write this hoping every one afflictedwith diseasedlungs
a dying man after every other means
will taka Db. William Hall's Balsam, snd be confoud of dancing, which is done entirely
have failed. It is also employed as a rtneedthat CONSUMPTIONCAN BK CCIUCD. 1 oan postby the women, who, beiug stripped to
tlvolysay it has done mote good than all the other medlcharm against evil influences.
the waist for the occasion, are more
ernes I have taken since my alokneea.
gentleman had his curiosity
decollette than our women at the “ gorBast In ths World, dot tks gennlno, Bwaroused,while the trees were covered
TO BE BOLD AT AUCTION.
waiiH.” The men are spectators.
thickly with ice, as to the relative weight
These familiarwords recall to the farmer
It is much to be regretted that they
are not more cleanly in their persons of the ice and wood it surrounded.So and others Interested,the unfortunate necessity of sometimesgetting rid of Stock that
and habits. If an enterprising ento- ho eutflbff a limb and found that it
Is not otherwise salable on account of blemweighed
two
and
three-quarters
pounds;
mologist were so incliued it would bo
ishes or Imperfections. To Improve upon
quite possible for him to supplement the after the ice was melted it weighed two
this method, by showing how to restore your
paper to the Royal Society, made some ounces. Two hours later another trial •Stock to flretelass condition, is the plan
years ago, on the “ Ethnological Classi- was made ; at first the limb weighed herewith presented. The signal benefit of
the Great German Remedy to mankind very
fication of Vermin, ” and “Ouida” four and one-half pounds ; afteFtho ice
reasonably Induced its application to the
was
removed
it weighed three ounces.
might find material which, if worked up,
sufferings and ailments of the dumb creaAnother
trial showed a weight of thirtywould surpass iu disgustfulness the flea
beginning with the Horse. People who
two pounds, while the limb alone tion,
epic mentioned in “ Moths.”
tried It were more than surprised by Its reAs a trader the Esquimaux is a regu- weighed two pounds, making thirty sults, as attested In the speedy and perma^
pounds of ice.
nent cure of their Stock, and they gladly
lar Shylock. He will haggle about the
li you would destroy the canA young man iu Danbury, Ct., lost announced their experience by word of
slightest matter m making a bargain,
mouth and fly the public press, until to-day
kering worm. For any exteralthough bartering for 10 cents’ wortli his arm in a railroad accident. For Farmers and Dealers, Stockmen and
nal pain, sore, wound or lamesome
time
thereafter
he
was
seriously
of tobacco a skip that could not be got
Breeders,tho country over, are using St.
troubled by pains as of the cramping of Jacobs Oil with delight, satisfaction and
ness of man or beast, use only
for as many dollars in New York. Ocotfiers who
casionally one or two are met with not the fingers and thumb of the missing profit.
LINImistake
lolfe thelr
so unsophisticated. A chap on the Si- arm. He felt the pain, although ho
MENT.
It penetrates all musStock by a
berian coast having a quantity of furs knew well that there was no arm there. thinking that jprr —
cle and flesh to the ?ery bone,
anything
miserable efAt
length
the
lost
arm
was
exhumed,
to dispose of, being offered some trifling
good
fort at econexpelling all inflammation,
thing, exclaimed (using a phrase un- and it was found that the fingers ami for a
omy. There
soreness and pain, and healing
mentionableto ears polite), “those thumb were cramped in just the man- is made by v*‘‘*a^** are others
the diseased part as no other
ner
he
had
described
when
suffering
the
who humanely regard the welfare of their
skins are worth $10 down in San FranLiniment ever did or can. So
cisco.” Another fellow said he had pain. They were put in a comfortable faithful dumb creatures,and provide for
their comfort with good food and shelter,
position and returned to their grave,
l>een to California on a whaler, and besaith the experience of two
and for their health by a constant supply
ing asked his name said it was “ Shoo whereupon the patient was immediately
of St. Jacobs Oil,— th^sa rest and speediest
generations of sufferers, and
relieved of the pain, and has suffered no
relief for Diseases of Horses and Stock over
so will yon say when yon hate
discovered. Whenever there appears any
In physiognomythis race has many more with it since.
evidence whatsoeverof disease or injury
tried the “Mustang.” ..
of the Mongolian peculiarities,yet the
Baby Saved.
type varies. In the vicinity of East
We are so thankful to sav that our baby was
cape a tow are to be seen having dis
Is the part of common prudence to use the
permanently cured of a dangerous and prosurest curative means In the beginning,
tiuctive Hebrew noses, others of a more tracted irregularityof the bowels by the use of
every Stable,Farm and Stock-yard should
Milesian cast of features look like Irish- Hop Bittors dV Us mother, which at the same
he abundantly supplied with St. Jacobs
time
restored
her
to perfect health uud strength.
men, while one old leUow was found the
Oil, which is used and recommended by
—The parents, Rochester,N. Y. See another the best Horsemen In tho country as an arvery image of the proprietorof Wormcolumn.— IL/<iio Express.
ticle which will relieve more promptly and
TDIITU
! MIQ,rrT’T*. "«*•»' »»4
ley’s Hotel, in Washington. Physically
certainly the ailments of and Injuries to
I tlU I n OTlT" Pnf. MAKTINt! iWOml
lM.Uk Bttf AS, Wuirt »iU tw Ki MtW *Uk H*.
Stock than any other remedy known. For
they are far behind the Anglo-Saxon, if
kdfM.
wUf.r
,jH.
t>4 Uc«
t
The Malaria Puzzle,
Spavin, Itiugbone. Wind-Gall, FleshM't*«» ,1 jmu k««kM4 m .ilk,
the writer ma^ l>e allowed to regard
«itt .mm, U<*» m4 ylkM (T MMtef. Ml
Wounds
and
Galls
The people both in town and country
Itu V -krnM,.
M til Mt mUjM.
himself as a standard of comparison.
of all kinds, PollA44n« FiwTL 10 Mwk-t PL >MM
are
becoming
more
and
more
puzzled
Evil,
Splint,
SwellL’hey are wanting in biceps, cannot
lugs, Tumors, Fistuswim, stand on their heads nor turn over the definition of malaria and the
la, Lameness,Stlfltaess, Cramps
results
of
its effects on public health.
cle, Acute and Chronic Founder, Mange,
somersaults.A few gymnastic tricks
When it was an emanation that declared Corns, Whitlows, Broken Knees, Cuts,
FREE.
fill them with admiration and astonishColic, Sore Throat, Distemper, and many
pr NERVOUS DEBILITY. Lori Muihoo^
itself iu the soil of the Lombardo-Venement. — Lieut. Rci/nolds,
other Diseases, especially Foot-Rot In
nnd impaired power* cured by MATHEWS*
tian plains, it took the form of an interSheep, St. Jacobs Oil affords Instant relief
Improved Electro-MagneticBelt and Abeorbent
Pad combined ; ale* of Pad, 7il0 inchee—four
and
a
sure
cure,
and
costs
but
Fiyty
Cento.
mittent fever and’ assumed that guise in
Truth and ISoiior.
time*
larger than others. Do not purchase ear
Pamphlets containing full directions for
old style |2U Bella when you can get the UUefc
• Qnery
: What is the best family medicine in whatever localityit appeared. It is only
home treatmentof diseases of domestic
nipruvedlor *' Electric Light," a llanln—
the world to regulate the bowels, purify the of late years that it has assumed a variety
animals, sent upon application, by
paper, tent free unsealed
sealed, 6c.
D. 8. I>. MATHBW'H A GO..
blood, remove coativenessand b Iioubqohr, aid
of shapes, and is now spreading itself
A. VOGELES & CO., Baltimore,Mi
86 and 88 Fifth Avenue, Chicago, HE
digestion and tone up the whole system ? Truth
insiduously in Ml localities, and is
and honor conijielBus to answer, Hop Bitters
lit. IKJNTKlt,
it., Ohlcigo,treat* anoHo. 38
G.N.U.
being pure, perfect and harmless. ‘See another mainly traceablerto emanations from
oeaetully Throet end Lang DUeuMe by Inh&lAti»n.
column.— Totedo Bla/le.
badly ventilatedsewers, and even from
soils that have no connection whatever #79 A WERK. |Ue day et home eerilynude. Ooetly
'VIC outfit free. Addsee* Tara A Go., Augusts, Me. in thU paper.
with the marsh miasma to which its
He Had a Bad Memory.
There is a poker-club in Yonkers prolonged debilitating effects were once
attributable.Indeed it has assumed so
which meets on Sundays. They call it
the Sunday-schoolclub, and that’p many complexions that oven the shrewdest pathologists are unable to trace it to
where they tell their families they go on
its origin or to devise means for its exSunday afternoon. By invitation, Stimp
clusion, or to prescribe methods for the
joined last Sunday’s session. His wife
labor wee exceedinglyban*
was a little skeptical about his going to relief of its consequences.—Exchange.
.Mowed by
contrary,wu* folio
a Sunday-school club, and Monday mornIncreasedproetretion end emklngchUla.At thletlme I began the use of your IronToNIC,from which
rhlch 1
I reThe LouisvilleCommercial cites the case
alized almost Immediate
Immeduu
end woederful
and
woederruiresults.
result*. The
Tneoid
old energy returnedand
end I found that my naturalfora*
fore*
ing questioned him a little. “ Wliat did
wee not permeneetlyabated.1 btveunod three bottles of the Tonic. Hi nee using ill have done twice the leof Capt. Chas. N. Corri, of that city, who
bor that llever
ever dw
did in tue
the same
seme time during my Ulnees.
UineM, end with double the ease. With the tranquilnerve
you do there?” “Oh! they read the was cured by St. Jacobs Oil, after Buffering
and vigor of body, baa come aim a clearness of thought oerer before enjoyed. If the Tonic has not done th*
scriptures and discussed them.” “Did for years with rheumatism. — York {Xcb.)
work,! know not what 1 girt it the credit.
J. P. Wareow. Parior ChristianChurch. Troy, O.
/The Iron Tonie io a]
you pay any attention to what was said ?” Republican.
preparation of Fro“Of course.” “Wliat did they read
oxide of Iron. Korntriad Bark, and Ffceeahqut
“The Hebrew children.”
Civil-Service Reform in India,
phateo. aoooeiated
“ How many Hebreiy children ?*’ “Do
trlfh tho Veaetmbto
The quaint answers given at competi\AromaUro.
Mioert
you know the coffee is too weak ?” “ No. tive examin^ions are not the least amusevery purpooe teherel
la Tonic in
___ _
____ . .
How many Hebrew children ?” Stimp ing storiesof this rather dull age. This,
AllfACTIIllBV THE DR. HARTER MEDIOlNt CO** M. IU MUM MAW ITHIT, IT. IMtti
had the cup to his lips and he kept it I think, is as good as any of its kind.
there, trying to remember if there were A Hindoo of half-caste was asked who
not three score and ten, when one of the was Julius Cffisar. “The first Roman
little girls answered, “ Three !” “Three I”
Catholic Bishop of India,” he replied,
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on laudihg at Now York, he was able, without assistance, to mount the hotel omnibus
and go to the Astor House. I called on him
;
two days lutor^audftuud him actuallyengaged in packing his tnink, preparatory to
startingWest for his home, that evening.
With u bright and grateful smile he welcomed me, and pointing to a little box, carefully done up in thick brown paper, which
stood upon the table, he said : ‘ My good
friend, can you guess what that is ?’ ‘ A
present for your sweetheart,’ I answered.
‘No,’ be laughed— ‘that is a dozen bottles
of St. Jacobs Oil, which I have just purchased from Hudnut, the dniggistacross the
way, and I am taking them home to show
mv good mother what has saved her son’s
Klfe and restored him to her in health. And
with it, I would like to carry you along also,
to show her the face of him without whom
I should probably never have tried it. If
you should ever visit the little village of
Bedalia, Mo., Charlie Townsend and his
mother will welcome you to their little
home, with hearts full of gratitude, mid they
will show you a bottle of St. Jaciffjs Oil enshrined in a silver and gold casket,which
we shall keep as a parlor ornament ns well
as memento of our meeting on the Cunard
steamer.’
“ We parted, after an bmir’s pleasant chat,
with mutual good- will and esteem, and n few echoed Stimp. “What became of
weeks afterwardI received a letter from them” ? “ I almost forget, but I believe
him telling me he was in perfect health, that Isaac was eaten by a ram at the
and containingmany graceful expressions of flaming bush ; Donit.1 was cast into the
his affectionate regards. H— Brooklyn Eagle,
lion’s belly ; and Jonah raised gourds in

Nothing
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bottle.
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Thebe

miles

A fabulous story of the manufacture dred causes, do not hesitateto give it a trial $5 to $20
of glass is that the Israelitesset fire to You will surely bo pleased with the charming
man with an aged and gray-hairedw'om- a foiest, and the heat, becoming in- effect Be sure to buy Dr. Wlnchell’s Teething
an at the public galleries and places of tense, made the niter and sand melt Byrup. Bold by all druggist*. Only 26 cents
per
£•/
amusement,apparently perfectly happy and flow along the mountain bide, where
lNDie*rnon, dyspepsia, nervous prostration YOUNG MENL^or:d..ud'SJrt’rsVA
with each other, the young man study- it melted as grass.
atUon, sddr*** VALENT INK BROS., Jad**tUJ*, Wla
and all forma of general debility relievedby
ing to make his mother comfortableand
The solitarywasps sting their victims taking Menshan’s Piftonized Bear Toma, the
amused. Often, in leaving France, a in such a manner as to pierce the gang- only preparationof beef boataming its entire
A YBAR end aipenaasto
Agent*. Outfit fro*. Addreu P.
young man asks of his famly %e privi- lia, and thus, without killing them, td- nutritiouspropeMies. It oont&iusblood-makU. Vickery, Ausuetm, M«*
lege of taking. his mother with jiini a#
moat deprive them of all power of move- ing, force-generating and life-sustainingprophis “'guide,philosopher and friend/’ ment One species of sphex, which erties; is invaluable in all enfeebled conditions,
Before nis marriage is arranged she is preys on a large grasshopper, after w belli or the resultof exhaustion, nervous prostration, overwork or acute disease, particularly
his constantcompanion and his best adhaving almost paralyzed her victim iu if resulting from pulmonary camplaint*. Cat-

viher. Never until death separates t^icm
does he fail in liis duty toward her ; and
after that event has olused his sweet,
dutiful history, he keeps' the annif frija.
traces of long Suffering. As he1 seemed' io ry of her death as his most sacred day,
have no attendant or companion,he at once and visits her grave with his children to
attracted my sympathies, und I went up to dress it with flowers. — Book of Amenihim as he leaned against the taffmil looking ties of Home.
out on the foaming track which the steaner
was

Hough ou Rau.**

Ask Druggist* for it. It dears out rats, mice,
roaches, bed-bugs,flies,vermin, insects. 15c.

is a bank of ooal about two
from El Moro, Col, high up on
a child, as a boy, he treats her with per- the mountain north of the tqwn, that
fect respect and obedience. As a young has been on fire for upward of thirty

of the ers— that

lowing
, for'pritate
reasons, to having his name published, but
authorizes the writer to substantiatehis
statement,and, if necessary,to refor to him,
in his private capacity, any person sucking
such reference.Deferring to his wishes, I
hereby present his statement in almost the
exact language in which he gave it to me.
C. M. Fa«MRB.
KiDO Third avenue, New York.
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“

who

introducedChristianity into EnLondon World,

ffiand.”—

The Best Proof

of

merit

uniform success, and on this basis Warner’s
Safe Kidney and Liver Cure is without doubt
one of the greatest remedies in the land.
is

/mrmc.
_
_

noooooarn^

_

DdMETTAURS

Dr. METT AUK'S HEADACHE PILLS euro most wonderftallyin n verv
short time both SICK And NERVOUS HEADACHE, nnd while ectinsr on
the nervous system, cleanse the stomach of excess of bile, producing n
regular healthy action of the

bowels. ^

not go to Sunday-school. But he refuses

^

The American Express Company has
to tell her whutiecame of that $40 he introduced into New York the system of
had on Saturda®— J2xc/ian/7e.
harnessing three horses abreast,after
The

Philadelphia Easy Hour mentions
Mr. J. A. Walton, of 1245 North Twelfth
street, that city, as an enthusiasticindorser
of St. Jacobs Oil for the relief and cure of
diseases of horses.

the fashion of the London omnibuses.
The wagons are supplied with two poles

of one, and each of the three
horses is attachedto a separate whiffletree. This is found to be a decided improvement over the system sometimes
A Hartford editor says that stuffed used of putting one horse in shafts and
shark is good eating. As raw sailor is another at each side. The harnessing is
practically the same as with two horses,
the usual stuffing found in sharks, the
majorityof the people will perhaps not with two poles instead of one.
regard the Connecticuteditor’staste with
Habitual OMtivenes* afflicts millions of the
any marked degree of admiration.
American people.- Kidney-Wort will core it
instead

HEADACHE

A fW rise box of three valuable PILLS, with full directionsfor eeocnplete cure, milled to any address on receipt of nine threo-oent postage
•tamps. For sale by all drugglste at tfic. Bole
/
DEOWN CHEMICAL
OCAL COMPANY, Baltimore,

Proprietors,
!

• • •

•

PI

LIST*

GRAND HAVEN

parched ground, and extinguishing a

number of

OUT

semble the gods. —SocraUs.

Saturday^ and Sunday last we had a
fine rain, doing immense good to the
small fires in the woods.

•

fewer our wants, the nearer we re-

The

ITEMS.

OX-aOSIISTGr

ExperientU Docat.
must tell some men a great deal to
large
teach them a little,but the knowledge of

*

We

the curative properties of Spring Blossom

The small schooner Sarah A. Johnson
was got off the beach last week without
much trouble, and was found to be so little
damaged, that she went to South Haven

in cases of sick

headache,indigestion,and

50 cents, trial bottles10 cents.

SUMMER ROODS

SPRING AND

biliousnessis bought by experience. Price
.

Kidney Complaint Cured..

(where she belongs) forthwith, without re-

B. Turner, Rochester, N. Y., writes: “I
pairs.

have been for over a year subject to

Common Council

The

have the

down

hill

has resolved

on Washington

covered with gravel, the same

Some of those goods

as has

been lieved before half a bottle was used.

me.”

they will entirely cure

Seventh street.

to

&

Ladies’

I

Price $1.00,

s

election was held

works. Two hundred and twenty-eight
votes were polled, of which there were
104 “for,” and 124 “against”the issue of
bonds, being a majority of 20 against.
Thus the water works scheme was defeated, leaving the city for some time without

large

fire.

Escaped from the Toili.

Common

Council room

the sufferers by

part of the

State,

and on Tuesday Mr.
the

bottles,

committee

work

is still

good

selling Pianos direct to the people

at

-AT-

E.

dealers, thereby saving them

than one-half the prices usually
strictly Jtrvtf c&MJ instiuments.

the Hotel Mail, every lady

how

in the very highest terms

HCOLLAInTD,

and their Piumu, as will be seen in the

to cook.

art at regular cook-

following exlracts selected

from

their

A

go to the Catalogue:
The Mendelssohn Piano impressed us
house of a prince or rich bunker where
greatly, first by its power, and second by
there is a famous chef, aud learn from
its rare beauty of tone. It is brilliant
him. When a chef engages to cook for
any one he reserves the right to receive
pleases. When
he

notifies

n^

you

ladies as he

his pupils,aud they come

noise. The treble

is bright

and pure, the

the bass decided and sonorous, while the
to

A fine assortmentof

Young Men

Lecture to

OF

ON THE LOSS

MANHOOD

without being thin, and powerful without
middle ranue warm and syraputhelic, and

banquet is to be given

a

vT.

of tbe Company

ing clubs or at home, but they

and instructas many

also Lath,

had ;

ALL KINDS OF FRUIT BASKETS CONSTANTLY ON HAND.

Factory Prices, without the intervention of

charged for

as fencing, etc., can also be

such

reasonable prices.

etc., at

The leading papers of the country speak

of stationin Austria knows

They do nut learn the

A few thousand feet of lumber,

Co., N. Y.,
is

going on.

Accordingto

cents,

whose advertisement appears elsewhere,

more

in since, and the

50

Also, Straw Hats of every description will be closed out at cost.

my
Shingles, Lime

The MendelssohnPiano

1

THE TIME FOR BARGAINS.

IS

if I take a

so that I could oblige

trial bottles 10 cents.

—was enabled to forward $1,100 to Senator
agents or
Conger in Port Huron. Considerable
more has been paid

NOW

don’t you advertise it!

called friends occasionally!” Price

for the pur-

fire in the Eastern

Stickney— the chairman of

Why

What allowance will you make

pose of organizing a Relief Committee to
assist

vanished.

CLOTSING

Will also be closed out to make room for a large new stock, very cheap.

Jno. Bacon, Laporte, Ind., writes:
“Hurrah foi Spring Blossom; it’s all you
recommendedit to be. My dyspepsialias

dozen

On Saturday Inst a meeting was
at the

Boys’ and Young Men’s SPRINCr SUITS of

truth, which

shrinks from inquiry.— 7’fomcw Paine.

nil

an adequate supply of water in case of a

aud not

It is error only,

about the issuing of bonds for water

& Buttoned Shoes

Gents’ Buckled

trial size 10 ceuls.

On Monday last an

•

it will

done on the lower part of the street Irom intend to continue, as I feel confident that
Third

will be sold at Cost, such as

serious disorder of tbe kidneys, and often

graded unable to attend to business; I procured
be your Burdock Blood Bitters, and was re-

street

three feet, after which

to

A Lecture on the Nature, Treatment,and Sadleal Cure
of Seminal Weakness, or Spermatorrhoea, induced
by Self-Abuse. Involuntary Emissions. Imu*tency,
Ncrvons Debility,and Impediments to Marriage
generally; Consumption,Epilepsy, and Fits; Mental and Physical Incapacity, Ac.— By ROBERT J

all

kinds of

PER DAY,

$25 TO $50

Dress Goods.
-’—A

full

Can

made by using the
Celebrated

easily be

line of-

SHAWLS,
WELL AUGER AND

A large assortmentof

SILKS

touch is excellent.— IVatam’s Art Journal,- CULVERWELL, M. D. author of the "Green
AND
watch the process, without necessarily
Book," Ac.
Hew York.
Tne world-renowned author. In this admirable
knowing the mistress of the house. At
One ul the Square Pianos, (Mathusbek’s Lecture,clArly proves from his own experthis time it would be a great breach ol
ience that the awful consequences of Self-Abuse
A full line of Hosiery, Skirts and
Scale) exhibited by the Mendelssohn Piano. may be effectuallyremoved without dangeroussuretiquettefor any member of the family to
ment of white shirts,etc.
gical operations.' bougies,instruments, rings, or
Co. is constructed upon entirely new
cordials; pointing out a mode of cure at once certrespass upon the cook aud his depart-A full line ofprinciples, and is said to be the most tain and effectnal, by which every sufferer, no nutt-

R/IBBOISrS.

ment.
It

powerful toned square piano in the world,

is

with a singing qualify rarely, if ever, be-

reported that cork trees have been

successfullycultivated near Milledgeville,

fore obtained in any P\mo.— Chicago

Ga., and that on some of them the bark

Times.

already thick

enough for use. The

is

For

trees

a

number of years the Mendelssohn

have grown trom the acorns of the Spanish Piano Co. have aimed at the productionof
oak, which were planted severalyears ago. a splendidpiano at a low price. They
The soil and climate of Georgia seem to have more than succeeded. Modern mebe well adapted to the cultivationof

this

chanism, skill and genius cannot produce

doubt remains a belter plane, while the price is below
but that it can be profitablygrown. Prob- that of any other first-class make.
ably in other portions of the South the vide Courier Journal.
tree,

and

it is

said that

little

what hl» conditionmay be. may cure himself
cheaply, privately and radically.
This Lecture will prove a boon to thousands
and thousands.

case the cultivationof the cork need not

under the leadershipof

be limited to one district, or even one state. the Mendelssohn Piano Co. of New York.
The revolution vnzms— lower prices for in-

Col. A.

Wood

Merryweatber, whom strumentsequal in material, construction
Pa., knows, writes and elegance to the best yet produced.—

everybody in Scranton,

and says: "I had long

suffered

from

a

St.

had made my general health very poor.

/mis Ilepublican.

We

derangement of the bladder and kidneys;
it

I

notice that the

Co., of

New

I was also troubled with severe indigeston; against high prices.
pills

gave me only temporary

BOOTS wd SHOES They

41

Ann

St.

.
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THE

IN PRICES IN

relief, and

JEWELRY STORE
1

8th Street,

The

OF

—

Clncks which have been sold for $4, are

now for sale at $3. The entire stock on
hand will he sold at that rate. Plated

1881.

•

Always on hand at
P. A A. 8TEKKTEE.

Holland, May.

long

shot.

readers who have any idea of ever buying
a piano,

Real Estate Transfers

in

Ottawa

AND DRAYIND.

fail

to

w rite

at once

for

1, 1881.

includesonly such as seem

$cui lulmtisemcuts.

E. J.

dr

Mortgage Sale.

consideration is very small, not given.

r'vEFAULT having been made in the conditions
iJ of a mortgage executed by Dirk Knlper and
w Adriana Knlper. his wife, to Mary Metz, dated
September twenty-fourth, 1877, and recorded in

John Bensingcr and wife to Etta Fox. n w V s
* sec. 84— «— 10. $400
Josephiaa Koolman to CorneliaVan Allhburg,
part of lot 153, Grand Haven. $308.
Chariea II. Terwlllljrerto GeorgetWi
Waiter, n
w e
ltt-G-13. $1,000.
8al>in D. IlmchlR*and wife to Charles II. Terwllliger. n e K * e K ®uc. ltt-8— 13, ^except 2 rods on

the Register'soffice of Ottawa county, ou October
ninth, 1877. In Liber 8, of mortgages, page 8T>; on
which mortgage there is claimeddue. at this date,
one hundred rixty four dollars and sixty cents.
and nosuitor proceedinghaving been instituted
at law to recover the debt secured by
n side). $I,8UU.
gage, or any part thereof; Notice is, therefore,
TownsendE. Gidley and wife to Geert GrlnghuU, hereby given, that said mortgagewill be foreclosed
n * u X n e * sec. 34-8-16.$1,100
by sale at public vendue, of the mortgaged premHendrik Stokklng to Dirk Itandermanand wife ises. to-wlt: the cast half of lot numbered three,
s w X c 1-16 w &
and w jj-ufl e #
#cc. 31 in block fiftyfive, city of Holland, Ottawa county,
-6-14. $1.3 O.
Michigan, at the front door of the Ottawa County
Mathiaa Thomas and wife to Andrew Thomson s w Court House In the City of Grand Haven, 00
sec. 28-7-15.$100.
October third, 1881, al one o’clock, alterThomas b. Upton and wife to John Wagner, ne V noon, to pav the sum due ou said mortgage,with
self sec. 31-8-14. $200.
interestand costs.
Ahrahum DeKuhber and wile to Leonard P. Van
Dated, July fifth, 1881,
de Velde and wife
lot 18 blk 3 villageof Zee
MARY METZ, Mortgagee.
land. ft425.
J. C. Post,
^4-13w
Harr^,nd wlfeto Benton J. Harris,
*01 blk 20 M A it add., Grand Haven. $2,750. Dr. Merwln’a Electro-Magnet io Battery.
Olivet 8. Cary and wife to Wm. W. Blkcley, part
sec. 14-8-16. $700.
Mrs. Busan Baugh u administratrix to Geonre W.
1018 blk 14 Akeley'sadd. Grand Haven,
Sl.ioU.
Sylvester Lubbs and wife to Charles H. Terwllliger
« • X sec. 18-8-18. $400.
Slate ol Michiganto Charles H. Terwllllger,s e
n e V sec. 16-8 -13. $160.
Hendrik Buter to T. Van der Velde, sU n e
s w * sec. 19-5-14. $1,000.
Dewitt Arusworth and wife to J. Van den Boomganrd. lot 1 DeSpelder’s add., Grand Haven, *800
Joel Williams and wife to Hiram Tlhbett, part s
w X sec. 1—5—18. $50.
Millard Whlppla to Inman Whipple, mid. W of
part s e * sec. 1-5-13.
*
Dirk C. DePree and wife to Pieter Rookns, n X s

......

e

e

Knw*

w

Attorney.

K

K

^

*300.

$75.
eXneK*ec.l8r-5-15-.

X

Henry S. White and wife to Melville C. Smith, se
»4 sec 10, W # * w K sec. 11, u
15. except
10 acres a w cor. and n
sec. xl— 7-15.$T,(to.
Prank beverence to Ida A. Perso ranw^saW
sec, 31—7 and s 0 % see. 31—8—14. $^)0.

w

-

HARRINGTON,

'

'

any time both

at

!

1

A newly discoveredcure for all DIsomcs of
cnce for book giving lull

Informationfree. Address.
W. R. M ERWIN, M. D., DEroorr,Mich.
2l'-cow-ly

and

will bore successfully
kinds

satisfactorily in all

of Earth, Soft Sand and Limestone,

Bituminous Stone Coal,

anteed to
of

make

very best

the

Wells in QuickSand. They

Hard nd

Soft Stove wood for Male, for

Machine extant. They are enHARRINGTON, Jr.

ED. J.
Holland. June

25,

best and most practical

summer

winter use. Inquire of

or

operated,

durable, and acknowledged as

EARLY AND LATE. the

RECEIVED

JUST

1881.

SjO-fim

",iey act Organa,
llkc a C"arm
on ,h^
Urinary
Kldneysand
Liver, restoringlost vigor,
*
and curing nervous debility,
$1 rpe box, or 6 for $.r>: nent sealed by mall. Ladi s’ Rubber FountainSyringe. $2. by matl, sealed;
0 ill
. kinds Rubber Goods lor Ladle* and Gentlem«-n. a book on Loct Manhood Regained, cause
and cure. 10c. to pay upstage. Dr. JAMES, 2f
Washington Street ChUago
41-1 v

j

c.

A-IsIaO.

A very large slock of

A

DOT DODDS,

111.

FHCErriX

NOTIONS,

dorsed by some of the highest

At the

for prospecting for Coal, Gold,

and

Silver, Coal Oil

all

kinds

of Minerals.
Also for sinking Artesian Wells
and Coal Shafts, &c. We also furnish Engines, Boilers Wind

Hydraulic Rams,

Hats and Caps, Planing Mill

Horse

Mills,

Powers,

Brick Machines, Mining Tools, Portable Forges Rock Drills and Machin-

store of

ery of all kinds.

Good actiue Agents wanted

VAN PUTTEN& SONS.

G.
The

finest line of

In

And we are

broupht.to Holland.

DRESS

GOODS,

rebuilding our

Machineryof

NECKlJfeS ever

CASHMERES,

we can
want

confident

satisfy all

CALICOES,

WE HAVE

HANDKERCHIEFSDRY

wn mmm

who

Silk to the cheapest.

A

supply depot,

511 Walnut

SAINT LOUIS,

Street,

-

State In what paper yon saw

MISSOURI.

this.

21-ljr

STEAM

IK I
AKD^THE •

LUST

Embroidery. Laces, Yarns, DRYING OF LUMBER WE SHALL
MAKE A SPECIALTY.
HOSIERY. ETC- ,
DOORS, BASH AND BLINDS,
Also a Fall Line of

G.

the World. Address

Re-Sawing Done.

.

TABLE LINEN.

ALWAYS

in

in

OB

GINGHAMS,

finest

Approved Patterns,

the most

DELAINES,

From the

new shop we have purchased
every Country
entirely new

Planing, Matching,

'

notice.

ag_lT

Fresh Groceries
Women. Send at

They

/

Or anythlngln our lino mannfactnrcd on short

I

REQUIRED DEPTH!

are light running, simple in

*

Albert Ooitland and wife to Elizabeth P. Donaldson, mid H of part of a a & of see. 13-6-13.

and will bore to any

State Officials. We contract

2™

n

%

Heavy or Light Braying construction, easily

KONING.

ARIF.

31-lw

INCH TO 4 1-2 FEET IN

Hard Pan Gravel, Lava,
Builders’ Serpentine and ConJr.
glomerate Rock, and guar-

Having on hand a largo number of wagon? and
horaea, he l» enabled to nerve his cUHtomera or
tdrnnger*, at the short eat possiblenotice, aud at
the moat reasonable r.ntea.

to

be bona fide sales, quit claims, where the

*

therefore all persons are hereby warned not to
harbor or trust her on my account, ns I will not be
responsible for any debts contracted by her from
and after this date.
Dated Holland, Sept. 8, 1$^

3

Slate,

which will be mailed free.

For the weekending Sept.
list

not to

1881.

18th,

their Illustratedand Descriptive Catalogue,

County.

This

our

range in size

DIAMETER,

GROCERIES

whom

We would recommend any of

are operated by either

completeline of

a

HOLLAND, MICH.

fection of tlie Mendelssohn Piano disarms

a

CANNED GOODS. PICKLES and

linu of

field

I experienced great anxiety of mind, as criticism.— CfaWuftdHerald.
ware, Spectacles, etc., etc., will be sold at
The culture and exacting musical taste cost for the next 00 days.
well a physical distress. A friend recommended Brown’s Iron Bitters. I have of Cincinnatigives the Mendelssohn a
July 6th,
22-tf
used it with most gratifying results, and rank second to no other piano forte; and
just now my health never was better, and their sale is rapidly increasing.They are
To
it may Concern!
splendid instruments, and the wonder is
I feel that the cure is permanent.”
how they can he sold at so low a price.— W/ HE RE A 8 my wile Anna, has left my bed and
Tv board without just cause or provocation,
An exchange calls Guiteau a devil. Cincinnati Gazette.
This isn’t giving the devil his due, by

full

•

matchless per-

fact.

and bore very rapid. They

TEAMING
J. ALBERS,
— —

anti are pre-

cents per

Eastern Salt at Bottom Prices
A

GREAT REDUCTION

it,

Man, Horse or Steam Power,

WK HAVE ALSO A SURE CURE FOR TAPE We have excellent TEA for 25
WORM. Address
pound and upward.

MendelssohnPiano

York, have taken the

We mean

Sent under seal, in a plain envelope, to any address on receiptof six cents or two postage stam os.

The CulverwellMedical Co.,
New York. N Y. ; Post Office box. 4'.86.

In any Part of tbe Country.

paired toMemonstrale the

The revolution in tbe American Piano
trade has begun

nice assort-

ier

—

conditions are equally favorable, in which

a

Van Pntten

Sc

Sons.

14

WERKMAN

Woodward Ave., Detroit.

& VAN ARK.

Cormf* and Band Instruments of every description Pi nos and Organs at wholesale and retail.
W.tehf*. Sum wlmler.
While meUtlluntlnfCu. Ore lies l a. Band and Sheet Music. The most comImlUlion*oM>6. RollJcoIJIllCheai>«»t»u4U«tnlete ct< ek In Michigan. Catalogues sent free.

HAND.

Holland, March 25th, 1881.

CUB. BERDAN’S MUSIC HOUSE,

|

1-1;

Pgp-SGv
A dress,

O. F. BERDAN,
25* Woodward Ave., Detroit, Mich.

